OLLI, the little program that could, celebrates 25 years in 2018-2019! We’ve planned some wonderful opportunities. This fall, we celebrate creativity in all its forms. Creativity unexpressed is not benign, according to research professor Brene Brown. Come sing, play, dance, paint, bead, weave, move, write! Express your creativity with us. We’re a “no judgement” zone!

Ara Rogers, PhD, Director

Staff Contact Information

Registration: 813-974-2403, option 1, or toll-free in FL 866-541-7124 (option 1)

Ara Rogers, PhD, Director
Membership, scholarships, gifts to OLLI
813-974-5263, aarogers@usf.edu

Joseph McAuliffe
Liberal arts, Friday lecture series
813-974-5166, jmcauliffe@usf.edu

Jeanne Dyer
Technology training
813-974-8037, dyer1@usf.edu

Cath Mason
Instructional support, Program planning
813-974-8422, cmason6@usf.edu

Mary Ettinger
Course evaluations
813-974-8036, ettinger@usf.edu

Charise Dixie
Registration, Member materials
813-974-2403, option 1

OLLI-USF Information Desk
Mailing list, address changes, event info
813-974-8036, ollivol@gmail.com

What’s New At OLLI This Fall?

Experiment with hands-on creativity with Small is Beautiful: The Art and Practice of Seed Bead Embroidery; or Hand Painting and Stenciling on Textiles. Creativity is practical, too, in Learn Furniture Caning for Beauty and Utility or Mind Mapping: Enhancing Your Brain Power and Creativity.

Dance Your Way to Physical and Mental Fitness is fun, physical and creative; or learn to relax with Exploring Meditation: An Introduction to Guided Meditation, or our Self-Hypnosis classes. Flute Spectacular joins OLLI Singers and the Mountain Dulcimer series, beckoning those who have put off the joys of music-making, while Poets of the Piano, Fiddling with Tradition and The Music of America’s 20th Century Wars join TWO rehearsals with the Florida Orchestra and THREE Straz performance opportunities for those who prefer to watch and listen.

We’ve also continued to expand and enhance our technology training offerings and are particularly pleased to offer a series of one-day workshops on Cutting the Cable followed by In Search of Peak TV. Photographers of all levels will want to sign up for our new Better Photo series, Apple Photos, iMovie, and iPhonography courses! There’s no excuse for transportation woes with Get Me an Uber!

History and Politics have always been member favorites, and this fall two classes on Russia, Putin and Stalin’s Shadow, and Russia’s Regained Global Weight, reflect our interest in that nation, while our classes on the Media and the 2018 Election and the Politics of the 2018 Midterm Elections allow reflective discussion on those events.

We are thrilled to be piloting a more immersive method of learning history straight out of the Harvard Business School in Case Studies in Democracy. It joins The Future of the Korean Peninsula and the War of the Roses this fall, along with Tampa Tales and Nostalgic Tales of Florida History.

We explore particularly satisfying forms of creativity with Craftbrew, Microbrew, You Brew and Cookbooks: The Tasty Genre; they join our popular Cucina Italiana course.

Science aficionados will find plenty to dig in to this fall, with new courses on DNA, Genomics and Viruses joining three Florida Aquarium courses and return of The Universe: A Cosmic Journey.

There’s so much more that’s new this fall. There’s sure to be something for you.
"Back to School" OPEN HOUSE EVENTS

Live United through Community Involvement

Suzanne McCormick, CEO United Way Suncoast, will discuss how local advocacy, volunteerism and giving helps build a stronger community for all of us.

Wednesday, September 12, 2018
9:30 a.m.-11:30 a.m.  New Member welcome* @ 9 a.m.
HCC The Regent, 6437 Watson Rd., Riverview

Our Lives at the Movies

Steve Persall, movie reviewer for the Tampa Bay Times and founding member of the Florida Film Critics Circle, grew up in projection booths and behind concession stands.

Wednesday, September 5, 2018
9:30 a.m.-11:30 a.m.  New Member welcome* @ 9 a.m.
TPepin’s Hospitality Centre
4121 N. 50th St., Tampa

With Support from

Learn about classes, special events, lectures, social activities and more for adults age 50+.
Enjoy refreshments and camaraderie with other interesting, interested adults!

FREE EVENT — Enjoy refreshments and the lively spirit of OLLI-USF!

* New to OLLI-USF? Interested in joining us? Come at 9 a.m. for a brief New Member Welcome. We’ll share tips and techniques to make the most of your membership.

OLLI-USF Partners

The generosity of these partners enhances OLLI-USF’s outreach to the Tampa Bay community. We are grateful to them for recognizing the value of OLLI-USF with classroom space and financial support.
President's Circle
($1,000-$4,999)
Kay & Leroy Doughty
Bob Findorff
Bruce Gobioff
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Derrie Perez, Ed.D.
Tracy Plunkett
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Thelma Rodriguez, Ph.D.
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Bernie Stephenson
Tampa Bay Great Books in honor of Joseph McAluiffe
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Cynthia Ward
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Diane White
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($99 and under)
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Robert Buckley
Trudy Butler
Betty Castor
Robin Cheung
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Richard Dembo
Deanna Dennis
Elizabeth Derrick
Cesira DiPaolo
* William & Linda Dunk
Patricia Dwyer
Mary Ettinger
Linda Feeney
Sharon Feldman
Diane Fitzgerald
Elise Foley
Dennis & Joanie Franz
Doug Gatchell
Todd Grubb
Rebecca Heimstead
Elissa Henderson
Garson Hertzfeld
Denis Johnson
Carol Kershbaum
June Kittay
Virginia (Ginny) Klein
Nan Kutcher
Nancy Leach
Micki Ledoux
Richard Lee
Ann Liggert
Caren Magdovitz
Connie Mansfield
Jeanne Marton
Barbara Matty
Dominique Mellow
Susan Millard
June Miller

Catherine Mitchell
OLLI-USF Social Event Committee
Sally Ordway
Don & Marian Orlosky
Edda Page
* Judith Patterson
Barbara Pennington
Lionel & Sandra Polo
* Evelyn Romano
Linda Rounaville
Diane Russell in memory of Art Henrikson
* Gianna Russo
Dan Rutenberg in honor of Margery Stern
Shobha Sharma
Kun Shi
Joyce Simard
* Mark Simo
Marisol Smith
Dave Smolinski
Marcia Spare
Leslie Stein
Boris & Margery Stern
Elaine Stewart
Marjorie Strathman
Josephine Terry
Larry Thurmond
* James Van Kleunen
Miguel Villeda
Haven Whiteside
Robert Yizar
Miriam Zack
Fred Zerla

THANK YOU to the 2019 Donors, who have started our anniversary year with gifts!
The Rotary Club of New Tampa Foundation
Susan Eckstein
Suzan and Denis Pruiett

*Gifts given by members of the Live Poets’ Society in memory of Elizabeth “Bettie” Perez

Visit www.usfseniors.org and click on the support tab to make a credit card donation through the USF Foundation’s secure site.
Or send your check, payable to USF Foundation to: Osher Lifelong Learning Institute, University of South Florida
4202 E. Fowler Ave., NEC116, Tampa, FL 33620-6758
For more information, contact Ara Rogers at 813-974-5263.
Plan for Your Future and the Future of OLLI

Planned giving donors help ensure OLLI will continue providing opportunities for our community’s lifelong learners for years to come. How will you make a lasting impact? An IRA Rollover and a Charitable Gift Annuity are two practical gift options that provide financial benefits.

Reduce Your Taxes with an IRA Gift

An IRA Rollover is a tax-wise and easy way to use your IRA to support OLLI’s mission. If you are 70 ½ or older and don’t need your required minimum distribution (RMD), you can use it to make a gift of up to $100,000 tax free. Call or email us for more information.

Guarantee an Income Stream with a CGA

With a Charitable Gift Annuity (CGA), you make a gift to OLLI and then receive a fixed income from that gift for the rest of your life. When the annuity ends, OLLI receives the remainder of the gift. Rates are going up on July 1, so now is a great time to consider a CGA. Contact us for your free, personalized illustration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single Life</th>
<th>Two Lives - Joint and Survivor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90+</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
"Behind the Scenes" & Performance Series

Special INSIDER events for OLLI-USF members. SPACE IS LIMITED! PRIOR REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED.

Note the registration deadline for each event. No refunds for Straz tickets after registration deadline.

Call 813-974-2403, option 1, or register online at www.usfseniors.org

OLLI Goes Broadway: Chicago

There's never been a better time to experience CHICAGO, Broadway's razzle-dazzle smash. This triumphant hit musical is the recipient of six Tony Awards®, two Olivier Awards, a Grammy®, thousands of standing ovations and now the #1 longest-running American musical in Broadway history. CHICAGO has everything that makes Broadway great: a universal tale of fame, fortune and all that jazz; one show-stopping song after another; and the most astonishing dancing you've ever seen. Lecture 6:30 p.m. What Makes Chicago a Masterpiece: discover the ins and outs of creating a bawdy Broadway masterpiece as we dive into the world of Chicago. Laced together with unforgettable Bob Fosse choreography and taboo themes, the musical paved the way for a racier Broadway stage. Join us as we discuss the what it takes to keep a show hot! Audrey Siegler is the Theater Department Managing Director for the Patel Conservatory at the Straz Center and holds degrees in Theater Arts and Psychology.

Our group seats are in the rear orchestra.

Tue. • 9/18 • 6:30pm-10pm • $70 • STRAZ-David A Straz Jr. Center for the Performing Arts • 191XOSTSE0891

REGISTRATION DEADLINE: SEPTEMBER 6.

Fall Sampler: Theater and Dance

Edgar & Emily

In January 1864, reclusive poet Emily Dickinson receives a surprise guest: Edgar Allan Poe. Although Poe died 15 years prior, he arrives quite alive and just as energized by death as ever before — one could say death kindled for Emily, after all. Though the evening pits the pendulum of both poets' personalities against the other in this comic fantasia, Emily and Edgar find they have a lot in common despite their differences. The pre-show lecture is Fact v. Fiction: we'll discuss the magic of "what if?" in historical fiction shows like Edgar & Emily and Hamilton and how theater continues to inspire people to look back at history. David M. Jenkins is the Producing Artistic Director of Jobsite Theater and the director of Edgar & Emily. He holds a BA and MFA in Acting and a PhD in Communication with a specialization in Performance Studies.

Sun., 10/21 3pm-5:30pm

— AND —

Diavolo Dance Theater

Diavolo returns to the Straz following its success as one of the top 10 finalists in season 12 of NBC’s America’s Got Talent. The Los Angeles-based dance company continues to push a new edge of performance with Artistic Director Jacques Heim’s inventive choreography and his fearless, athletic daredevils. The program will include Diavolo’s signature work Trajectoire and Voyage, featuring meticulously designed structures that have become the company’s hallmark. With a style that encompasses modern dance, acrobatics and gymnastics, Diavolo uses dance to explore the relationship between the human body and its architectural environment. Pre-show lecture to be announced.

Sat., 11/17, 7-10p.m., • Both performances for $81 • STRAZ-David A Straz Jr. Center for the Performing Arts • 191XOSTSE0901

REGISTRATION DEADLINE: October 5.


**Holiday Sampler: Great American Songbook**

**Holiday Cheer With Jane Lynch**
Emmy® and Golden Globe-winning comedian Jane Lynch (Hollywood Game Night, Glee) delivers a big, shiny sack of Santa cheer in this delightfully kitschy, retro-amazing concert of swing- and big band-style renditions of holiday classics. Performing with her See Jane Sing concert tour compatriots, Kate Flannery (The Office); Tim Davis (Josh Groban, Childish Gambino, Pentatonix and Lady Gaga) and The Tony Guerrero Quintet.

Pre-show, take a Look at Jane Lynch and catch up on the career highlights of Lynch, Flannery, and Davis; dig into the roots of big band music and how retro is “swinging” back into style, especially around the holidays, and why it’s a perfect pairing for the comedic stylings of Jane Lynch and her “croonies.” Sarah Berland is a Theater Education Faculty member at the Patel Conservatory at the Straz Center and specializes in acting, stage combat, makeup, and improvisation.

**Sat., 12/8, 3-6:30 pm**

--- AND ---

**Do You Remember: Nat King Cole**
The giants of yesterday rekindled onstage by tremendous talents of today – that’s the Artists Lounge Live experience. In this charming, sparkling Christmas concert, Chicago’s Evan Tyrone Martin channels Nat King Cole in a concert of Cole’s greatest hits and favorites from the classic holiday songbook. Handpicked by Artists Lounge Live producer Michael Ingersoll, Evan Tyrone Martin has won over the Windy City and is ready to take the rest of the world by storm. Preceded by The Unforgettable Story: reminisce about the unforgettable history, life and loves of Nat King Cole before enjoying some of his favorite hits. Suzanne Livesay is the Straz Center’s Vice President of Education and has studied, performed, directed and taught Musical Theater for over 20 years.

**Thur., 12/13, 6:30-9:30pm • Both performances for $122 • STRAZ-David A Straz Jr Center for the Performing Arts • 191XOSTSE0911**

**REGISTRATION DEADLINE: November 5.**

---

**Conversation with The Florida Orchestra: A Child of Our Time**
British composer Michael Tippitt wrote the secular oratorio *A Child of Our Time* between 1934 and 1941, in response to events that led up to and included Kristallnacht. Tippitt, a pacifist and conscientious objector, sought to express his moral outrage with violence and the universality of oppression. This conversation will not only explore the music of *A Child of Our Time*, but will also more generally examine commemoration and resistance through the arts.

**Daniel Black**
**Thu • 11/8 • 10:30-11:45am • 1 mtg • $15 • BGFJCC - Bryan Glazer Family JCC • 191XOSTSE0871**

**Behind the Scenes with The Florida Orchestra: Mozart and Sibelius**
Go behind the scenes of a Florida Orchestra rehearsal at the Straz. See and hear how symphonic masterworks -- Mozart’s *Infonia Concertante*, Sibelius’s *Symphony No. 1* and Mussorgsky’s *Night on Bald Mountain* – come together in advance of weekend performances. The morning will include a backstage tour, interactive presentation and a surprise guest presenter, followed by the rehearsal.

**Erin Horan**
**Fri • 12/7 • 10-12pm • 1 mtg • $20 • STRAZ - David A Straz Jr. Center for the Performing Arts • 191XOSTSE0881**
OLLI-USF's Special Interest Groups (SIGs)

- Are free to current OLLI-USF members – wear your badge!
- Require no advance registration or RSVP – just join us!

G-SIG: Genealogy Special Interest Group

Meets 9:30-11 a.m. the third Thursday of the month, Sept.-June, at Lake Magdalene United Methodist Church. Hear guest speakers, network with other members to overcome genealogical “brick walls,” and share your research. Learn about current research hints and get information on local genealogical meetings. For more information, contact Trev Wunderlin at 813-977-6484 or trevwald@gmail.com.

P-SIG: Politics Special Interest Group

Meets 1-3 p.m. on the second Wednesday of selected months, at Compton Park (16101 Compton Drive, Tampa, FL 33647). Join us in a politics forum which will feature discussion topics and debates, as well as guest speakers. P-SIG members will participate in activities that will complement, enhance, and promote existing OLLI-USF political science and history classes. Open to OLLI-USF members and their sponsored guests. For more information, contact our communications coordinator, Bill Sapper, at 813-994-3807 or tampabill@verizon.net.

Hiking SIG

Meets second Thursday of the month, Oct.-May. Experience our beautiful public recreational lands and learn about the histories, flora and fauna, geologic features and the challenges facing them. Hikes are not limited to Hillsborough County, but will include Southwest Florida Water Management District lands, state forests and parks. This SIG is a collaborative effort where members take turns leading, organizing, administering hikes. The group requires each member’s commitment to participate in at least one of two annual meetings, and we assume that with your contact to join our SIG, you are willing to sign on to that commitment. For more information, contact Gail Parsons at 813-920-2730 or gailpar1@verizon.net.

SNUG: Seniors Networking Users Group

PC and Apple users are welcome to join. Meets 1-3 p.m. the second Friday of the month, Sept.-June, at the Lightfoot Senior Recreation Center. Have problems with your computer? Want to learn how to use it better? Even beginners feel comfortable at SNUG. Meetings alternate between guest speakers and Q&A sessions. For more information, contact Bob Capellini at cap1111@gmail.com.

Mountain Dulcimer Players Guild SIG

Meets 1-3 pm the first and third Monday of each month at the Unitarian Universalist Church of Tampa, 11400 Morris Bridge Road. The Guild invites those who have completed the OLLI Mountain Dulcimer course or play a mountain dulcimer to come make music. The group focuses on multi-part/multi-ability level arrangements. For more information, contact Jae Polcyn at 813-988-0269.

China-SIG

Join us to discuss and share information about China’s religions, spirituality, culture, languages, history, contemporary life, governance, current events and travel. For information about upcoming meetings, contact Don Menzel at 813-886-6332 or donmenzel@verizon.net.

OLLI Shutterbugs - NOW FORMING

Do you like to take pictures of people, places and things? OLLI Shutterbugs is for OLLI members like you. We will make picture-taking outings to places like farmers’ markets and crafts fairs in and around Tampa Bay once or twice a month, maybe more, depending on what members want. An important part of our activities will be sharing and discussing the pictures we take. OLLI Shutterbugs will be very much a participatory SIG, with outings chosen jointly and led by members. There will be no teaching about camera techniques or equipment except what members share informally. For information, please contact Shelly Belzer at shelly235@tampabay.rr.com.

Opera-tunities - NOW FORMING

Whether you are new to opera or it is a lifelong love, join OLLI’s opera aficionados as we all explore ways to expand our knowledge and appreciation of opera. Enjoy lively discussions on and exciting experiences of opera! The group is forming now. Contact Beryl Byles at bbyles@gmail.com or Sandy Clowes at solclowes@verizon.net for more information about planned opera-tivities.

German Conversation SIG - NOW FORMING

Sprechen Sie Deutsch? Practice German conversation in a friendly and welcoming environment. All levels welcome. We meet the 2nd and 4th Tuesdays of the month, from 1:00 to 2:30pm, in the New Tampa Regional Library at 10001 Cross Creek Blvd. For more information, please contact Fred Gerlach (fggerfach@aol.com) or Christine Basch (cbasch65@gmail.com).
MEMBER ACTIVITIES

OLLI’s Social Events Committee creates events for members to gather, see old friends, make new ones, and have fun together! The committee meets the first Thursday of the month, September through April from 1:00-2:30 p.m. at Concordia Village of Tampa, Skylight Dining Room. Join us for a tasty and inexpensive lunch at noon (credit card payment only).

Pie Socials
Every first Wednesday of the month, 3:30 - 5:30 pm, year-round, at the Village Inn, 11302 N 30th St., Tampa
Join other OLLIs at this casual and inexpensive social event. Just meet at the restaurant for conversation and a slice of delicious pie. Pie is free on this day, with a purchase of anything, even just a cup of coffee! No RSVP is needed, and there is plenty of free parking in the back. Village Inn makes great pies, but you don’t have to eat anything if you don’t want to - just come and talk with old friends and meet new people!

Fall “Back to OLLI” Social
Friday, October 26, 2018
12:30 - 3:00 p.m.
Centro Asturiano de Tampa
Join us as we celebrate fall, the promise of cooler weather, and our time together!
Please let us know you plan to attend by calling 813-974-8036 or emailing ollivol@gmail.com.

Save these Friday Dates, all from 12:30 - 3:00 pm:
December 7, 2018: Holiday Social
March 15, 2019: Spring Social
May 17, 2019: Annual Picnic Social

Technology Training

Which technology course is right for me?
OLLI-USF offers technology informational training based on our members’ skill levels.
• PC (Windows 10) and Apple computers
• iPhone, iPads, & Android phones
• Social Media
• Specific software (Photoshop Elements, MS Office) and more
• Internet security

Please read course descriptions carefully: they are written to provide guidance for selecting the right course.

Take note of the skill level assigned to each tech course! They are intended to help find the right course for you. Skill levels assume a level of prior knowledge.

Skills-Based Prerequisites for OLLI Technology courses

**Skill Level A** — You’ve little to no experience with the course topic OR you want to make sure you understand the fundamentals.
Courses assume no prior knowledge and start at the very beginning.
Skill Level A courses include: Windows 10-Beginners, iPhone Start to Finish

**Skill Level B** — You have some experience with this course topic. You know how to use your computer, smartphone or tablet and want to expand basic knowledge or fill in some gaps.
Courses assume basic topic knowledge and experience.
Skill Level B courses include: Windows 10-Intermediate, Android Phone Tips & Tricks, Facebook Classes

**Skill Level C** — You are familiar and comfortable navigating this course topic. You have mastered the basics. Now you want to go further. Not for beginners!
Classes assume a solid background and prior experience with the topic.
Skill Level C courses include: Photoshop Elements
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONDAY</th>
<th>TUESDAY</th>
<th>WEDNESDAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MORNING</strong></td>
<td><strong>MORNING</strong></td>
<td><strong>MORNING</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essential Spreadsheet Skills, p.12</td>
<td>Continuing Conversational Spanish, p.15</td>
<td>Conversational Italian I: Parliamo Italiano, p.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learn Furniture Caning for Utility and Beauty, p.12</td>
<td>Breathe Easy: Yoga for Health and Wellness, p.16</td>
<td>OLLI Singers!, p.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small is Beautiful: The Art and Practice of Seed Bead Embroidery, p.12</td>
<td>Exploring Relaxation: An Introduction to Guided Meditation, p.17</td>
<td>Free the Writer Within II: Your Writer’s Toolkit, p.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Middle East: Islam, Oil and Politics, p.12</td>
<td>Windows 10 Personal Computing for Intermediate Users, p.17</td>
<td>Craftbrew, Microbrew, You Brew, p.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watercolor: Through New Eyes, p.13</td>
<td>Know Your Florida Birds, p.15</td>
<td>Hand Painting and Stenciling on Textiles, p.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing Memoir: Out of Your Past and Onto the Page, p.12</td>
<td>Newcomers Community of Writers Workshop, p.16</td>
<td>Florida’s Natural Attractions: Locating, Identifying and Conserving Them, p.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Search of Peak TV, p.15</td>
<td>Science: What a Wonderful World, p.16</td>
<td>Experienced Community of Writers Workshop, p.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>AFTERNOON</strong></th>
<th><strong>AFTERNOON</strong></th>
<th><strong>AFTERNOON</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basket Weaving: Under Water if You Want, p.13</td>
<td>Nostalgic Tales of Florida History, p.17</td>
<td>Dance Your Way to Physical and Mental Fitness?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA: Science, Spirituality and Big History, p.14</td>
<td>Fiddling With Tradition, p.17</td>
<td>Photos for Apple Computers, p.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountain Dulcimer: Beyond the Basics, p.14</td>
<td>Florida Aquarium: Animal Wellness, p.18</td>
<td>Great Books Roundtable: Rereading the Western Canon of Classics in Literature and Philosophy, Series Five, p.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creative Writing: A New Writer’s Journey Through the Author’s Craft, p.13</td>
<td>Dance Your Way to Physical and Mental Fitness, p.17</td>
<td>Politics of the 2018 Midterm Elections, p.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issues in the Crossfire, p.14</td>
<td>Introduction to iMovie, p.17</td>
<td>Florida Aquarium: Conservation At Your Fingertips, p.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversational French for Beginners, p.14</td>
<td>Geopolitics Today, p.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Universe: A Cosmic Journey, p.14</td>
<td>The Irish in America, p.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate Bridge Played for Fun, p.15</td>
<td>Buddhism, Spiritual Healing and Auspicious Rebirth, p.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### THURSDAY

#### MORNING
- History of Insurgency & Counterinsurgency, p.22
- iPhone Start to Finish, p.27
- Dragons and Flowers: Mah Jongg I, p.22
- The Music of America’s 20th Century Wars, p.22
- Editing Your Digital Photos 2018, p.21
- Cookbooks: The Tasty Genre, p.22
- Diversity 2.0: Implicit Bias and Gender Inequality, p.24
- The Future of the Korean Peninsula, p.23
- Roosevelt and Churchill: A Most Consequential Friendship, p.22
- Cord Cutting Series, pg. 23
  - Introduction, Roadmap and Overview
  - Selecting and Installing a TV Antenna
  - Devices and Media for Online Streaming
  - Cord Cutting: DVRs for Over-the-Air TV
- Three Dramas from Three Centuries, p.24
- iPhoneOGRAPHY: Better Photos with Your iPhone, p.22
- Secure Your Apple ID!, p.24
- The Florida Orchestra: A Child of Our Time, p.7
- What’s New in iOS 12?, p.22
- iPhoneography 2, p.22

#### AFTERNOON
- Case Studies in Democracy, p.24
- Tracing Your DNA: The Amazing Journey of Your Ancestors, p.24
- Beginning Bridge, p.24
- Introduction to Tai Chi, p.24
- Birding at The Florida Aquarium, p.24
- Sociology in Popular Non-Fiction, p.25
- One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest, p.24
- Altruism vs. Evil, p.25
- From Citiscapes to Portraits (Better Photos Series), p.26
- Party Etiquette: Home and Restaurant, p.25
- Russia’s Regained Global Weight, p.25
- PowerPoint for Everyone, p.25

### FRIDAY

#### MORNING
- A Great Books Sampler, p.26
- Life Story Writing 1, p.26
- Self-Hypnosis: Pathway to Peace of Mind, p.26
- Flute Spectacular, p.27
- Help! I am Drowning in All the Things I Love, p.27
- Putin and Stalin’s Shadow, p.26
- Cultural Diversification in the Middle East, p.27
- Android Phone Tips and Tricks for Intermediate Users, p.26
- Behind the Scenes with The Florida Orchestra: Mozart and Sibelius, p.7

#### AFTERNOON
- OLLI Tech Squad, p.28
- Cuba’s Traditional Music, p.27
- Exploring Leadership Opportunities at OLLI-USF, p.28
- Healthy Aging with Natural Foods and Minimal Exercise, p.27
- Get Me an Uber! Options for Getting Around Tampa, p.27
- Poets of the Piano, p.27
- Too Many Passwords, p.27
- Friday Lecture Series, pg. 37

### SATURDAY

#### MORNING
- Storytelling, p.28

#### AFTERNOON
- Fall Sampler: Theater and Dance, p.6
- Holiday Sampler: Great American Songbook, p.6

---

**REGISTRATION opens Aug 27**

OLLI-USF makes every effort to make sure the information in this catalog is accurate. Please check our website for updates and changes, and keep an eye out for the emails we send every registered person when there is a change in schedule.

---

**WE ABBREVIATE COURSE LISTINGS.**

For more information:

**Page 39:** “Buy one, get one” course discounted pricing, registration, refunds

**Pages 41-43:** Course location abbreviations, maps and parking info

Online at [www.usfseniors.org](http://www.usfseniors.org): expanded course and instructor information
**MONDAY**

### Essential Spreadsheets

**Skills**

Spreadsheets make it easy to keep inventories, track gas mileage, keep lists and organize a range of information. Practice the essential functions of Excel 2016 (applicable to any spreadsheet program) to create, develop and modify your spreadsheets. Look at options that allow you to expand and create more complex spreadsheets. You’ll have the choice of working with the Apple or Windows version of Excel. **SKILL LEVEL B**

**Michael Viren**

Mon • 9/10-10/01 • 9:30-12:30pm • 4 mtgs • $50 • $25 (2nd Choice Fee after 27-Aug-18) • NEC133 - USF Tampa • 191XOSCSMSE2A

### Gentle, Mindful Yoga

You’ve heard about the benefits of yoga, mindfulness and meditation — now it’s time to do it! The gentle poses you will practice are specifically designed to stretch muscles, strengthen bones and bring flexibility to the joints. Yoga helps improve body posture, ease of movement and balance. Mindfulness and meditation help relieve stress, relax the body and quiet the mind. Get ready to improve your health while also having fun.

**Clara Schönborn-Lowe**

Mon • 9/10-10/15 • 10-11:30am • 6 mtgs • $40 • $20 (2nd Choice Fee after 27-Aug-18) • PCCC - Pebble Creek Community Center • 191XOSFLSL1541

-OR-

Mon • 10/29-12/03 • 10-11:30am • 6 mtgs • $40 • $20 (2nd Choice Fee after 15-Oct-18) • PCCC - Pebble Creek Community Center • 191XOSFLSL1542

**Learn Furniture Caning for Utility and Beauty**

Learn the classic art of caning furniture. Try your hand at weaving a square stool seat using a kit, a few basic tools and gentle guidance from your instructor. Develop your attention to detail, ability to focus, improve your manual dexterity and enjoy the beautiful, glossy, moisture-resistant product of your labor. Classes are held in a relaxed social setting. Wear clothes you don’t mind getting wet. The required materials for this project are included in the course price.

**Candy Gale**

Mon • 9/17-10/22 • 10-12pm • 6 mtgs • $75 • $60 (2nd choice fee after 27-Aug-18) • PR - Private Residence • 191XOSFLS1781

**Small is Beautiful: The Art and Practice of Seed Bead Embroidery**

Explore the process of creating colorful art using tiny, tiny beads. The instructor, a self-taught working artist, embroiders on felt using traditional and non-traditional stitches to create a unique sculpture effect. Try it for yourself in a hands-on session! Discuss techniques in bead embroidery and hear ideas for mixed media. Consider turning art into a business.

**Eleanor Pigman**

Mon • 9/17-9/24 • 10-12pm • 2 mtgs • $20 • CANT-ASSEM - Canterbury Tower, Assembly Room • 191XOSFLS1781

**The Middle East: Islam, Oil and Politics**

The Middle East is frequently in the news, but many of us lack the background to put that news into context. Obtain that background from a person who has lived and studied many years in the region. After learning about the emergence of Islam in the 7th century, we will consider the economy, particularly the oil market, along with the political issues that preoccupy the states in this region.

**Frederick Gerlach**

Mon • 9/17-10/01 • 10-12pm • 3 mtgs • $30 • $15 (2nd Choice Fee after 3-Sep-18) • PAB210 - Port Authority Building • 191XOSPC3481

**The Media and the 2018 Elections: Fall Finale**

Follow the candidates, the issues, and the media coverage as the 2018 election period roars to a frenetic finish. Using real-time examples, learn how media biases—some subtle, some overt—shape your image of certain candidates, and study how candidates manipulate the media to influence your choices on Election Day. For our final class (the Monday after the election), discuss your personal choices, the validity of polling, and what the winning candidates did to succeed.

**George Hyde**

Mon • 10/01-11/12 • 10-12pm • 6 mtgs • No class 10/22 • $60 • $30 (2nd Choice Fee after 17-Sep-18) • LMUMC301 - Lake Magdalene United Methodist Church • 191XOSPC3561

**Writing Your Memoir: Out of Your Past and Onto the Page**

Patricia Hampf has described memoir as the “tango between memory and imagination.” Into this dance, we invite the reader to become our partner in discovering the “hidden narrative” of our past. During this highly interactive workshop, we act as both writers and readers, identifying techniques to engage the reader’s interest and trust. Specifically, we will explore the relationship of plot, conflict, character, and arresting detail to find ways to move your life into story. Expect surprises.

**Judith Huge**

Mon • 10/22-11/26 • 10-12pm • 6 mtgs • $60 • $30 (2nd Choice Fee after 8-Oct-18) • CANT-ASSEM - Canterbury Tower, Assembly Room • 191XOSPC3731
The Camino Counts, At Any Age
How does a dream become a reality? Just do it! Through photos, stories, maps and other documents, join me in reliving my rich experience of walking the last 100 kilometers of the Camino, the Way of St. James. My destination: the city of Santiago de Compostela in northwestern Spain, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. The Camino has been a pilgrimage route since the ninth century.
Beryl Byles
Mon • 11/19 • 10-12pm • 1 mtg • $10
• PAB210 - Port Authority Building • 191XOSFLS1871

Watercolor: Through New Eyes
Learn basic watercolor techniques in this hands-on course. We will discuss tools, brushes and paper as we experience the properties of paint, color and composition to help you create your own work. Beginner through intermediate water colorists welcome.
Initial cost of materials and supplies is approximately $125; a list of required supplies will be provided upon registration.
Sue Tihansky
Mon • 10/08-11/19 • 11-1pm • 6 mtgs • No class 11/5 • $60 • $30 (2nd Choice Fee after 24-Sep-18) • BGFJCC - Bryan Glazer Family JCC • 191XOSFLS1941

Cucina Italiana: Love at First Taste
For more than a century, the Italian Club has represented the hopes, dreams and aspirations of Italians in Tampa. Let the authentic aromas and tastes of traditional Italian cooking fill your senses as these Italian Club cooks prepare a holiday feast in their beautiful club building in Ybor City. Over the course of four weeks, enjoy an appetizer, two entrees and a dessert in convivial surroundings with a rich history. There is a $25 materials fee for this course, payable to the Italian Club at the first class meeting.
Gilda Capitano
Mon • 10/08-10/29 • 11:30-1pm • 4 mtgs • $30 • $15 (2nd Choice Fee after 24-Sep-18) • ITCOTC - Italian Club Cantina • 191XOSFLS1091

Windows 10 Advanced: Maintenance, Recovery and More
Develop confidence and solve your Windows 10 computer mysteries! We’ll discuss navigating some settings, data backup and recovery, routine maintenance, networking, and ways of solving common problems. Learn how to update hardware, and use third-party programs to act as your simplified agent to maintain the system, along with gaining insight into the Windows 10 operating system (OS). You should have taken OLLI’s Windows 10 Personal Computing for Intermediate Users.
SKILL LEVEL C
Myron Thorner
Mon • 10/08-10/22 • 12:30-3:30pm • 3 mtgs • $45 • $20 (2nd Choice Fee after 24-Sep-18) • LMUMC303 - Lake Magdalene United Methodist Church • 191XOSCSMW23A

Basket Weaving: Under Water if You Want
Anyone can learn the ins and outs of basket weaving and have fun doing it. Become familiar with these terms: twining, three-rod-wale, spokes and weavers, reed gauge, locking coils, crimping and more. You will start weaving on an 11-spoke base that is already assembled to get familiar with handling reed. Then you can progress to a 12-spoke creation. You will start and finish at least one basket. Wear clothes that you don’t mind getting wet, or a swimsuit if you want to weave in the pool.
Candy Gale
Mon • 9/17-10/01 • 1-3pm • 3 mtgs • $30 • $15 (2nd Choice Fee after 2-Sep-18) • PR - Private Residence • 191XOSFLS1721 –OR–
Mon • 10/08-10/22 • 1-3pm • 3 mtgs • $30 • $15 (2nd Choice Fee after 24-Sep-18) • PR - Private Residence • 191XOSFLS1722

Creative Writing: A New Writer’s Journey Through the Author’s Craft
Afraid to start writing? Develop a deeper understanding of the writer’s craft. We will cover essential components of creative writing such as setting, conflict, plot, characters and dialogue. Upon completion of the course, you should be better equipped to begin the process of writing your own work. Begin your own adventure as a writer with the advice of a seasoned pro.
John Chaplick
Mon • 9/17-10/15 • 1-3pm • 5 mtgs • $50 • $25 (2nd Choice Fee after 3-Sep-18) • LMUMC306 - Lake Magdalene United Methodist Church • 191XOSLHA2851

RELEVANT, INFORMATIVE HISTORY AND CURRENT EVENTS
“So informative ... got me thinking ... got the brain cells rejuvenated.”
DNA: Science, Spirituality and Big History
What is DNA? How is DNA-based life first created? Could there be DNA-based life elsewhere in the universe? Why does life evolve? What do DNA have to do with spirituality? This course explains DNA’s place in “Big History” and will help prepare you to think about how DNA has made you become who you are. The 40-page illustrated text, Big History’s DNA forms the basis of this course and will be provided.
John Hassell
Mon • 9/17-9/24 • 1-3pm • 2 mtgs • $20
• PAB210 - Port Authority Building •
191XOSCSM0511

Mountain Dulcimer: Beyond the Basics
Move beyond the skills you developed in the OLLI beginning mountain dulcimer course. Explore several pieces of music in depth, master new songs and learn new techniques in a fun, relaxed environment. Once registered, you will receive information on purchasing music for the course (approximately $10-15). Prerequisite: Completion of beginning OLLI course or experience playing the mountain dulcimer.
Karen Brown-Blonigen
Mon • 9/17-10/22 • 1-3pm • 6 mtgs • $60 • $30 (2nd Choice Fee after 3-Sep-18)
• LMUMC307 - Lake Magdalene United Methodist Church •
191XOSFLS1791

Mind Mapping: Enhancing Your Brain Power and Creativity
Increase the use of both hemispheres of your brain in this practical course with immediate applications. Learn how to graphically capture, organize and present your ideas and information. Mind mapping is intuitive, non-linear and big-picture oriented. It improves learning, understanding and retention. Use it to plan a vacation, take better class notes, brainstorm ideas or make better decisions. Your only limit is your imagination!
Mark Simo
Mon • 9/24-10/22 • 1-3pm • 4 mtgs • No class 10/8 • $40 • $20 (2nd Choice Fee after 10-Sep-18) •
LMUMC301 - Lake Magdalene United Methodist Church •
191XOSFLS1791

Issues in the Crossfire
This course will be a friendly gathering of people who enjoy considering newsworthy events together. We invite you to join our talented communicators as we engage in discussions on the pressing topics of our time. Class participation is an integral part of this course: you will be invited to help select several topics and your opinions are welcome. We will identify current issues, consider them in all their complexity, and then move on to consider possible solutions. Topics will range from domestic to foreign affairs as well as Florida-specific and women’s issues.
Douglas Dallio, Linda Philipp
Mon • 10/01-11/19 • 1-3pm • 8 mtgs • $70
• $35 (2nd Choice Fee after 17-Sep-18)
• CPCC - Compton Park Community Center •
191XOSSHPC1791

Florida Aquarium: Paleontology of Ancient Seas
An alien and until recently, untouched world exists in the depths of our oceans - a world almost impossible to explore due to lack of light and extreme pressure. Its inhabitants have adapted in extraordinary ways throughout Earth’s history. Investigate the fossil history of some of these extinct and current creatures through hands-on activities and discussion. Obtain a glimpse of how our oceans have changed over time.
William Harris
Mon • 10/15-11/19 • 1:30-3:30pm • 6 mtgs • $60 • $30 (2nd Choice Fee after 1-Oct-18)
• CVTA - Concordia Village of Tampa, Activity Room •
191XOSLHA3751

Italy
Immerse yourself in the culture of Italy with a variety of topics including art, music and phrases that will come in handy should you travel to a French-speaking country -- or even a local French restaurant. Don’t worry too much about grammar; just engage in this romantic language. And enjoy some of the instructor’s stories and photos of her many experiences in France.
Susan Goodwin
Mon • 10/15-11/19 • 1-3pm • 6 mtgs • $60 • $30 (2nd Choice Fee after 1-Oct-18) •
PCCC - Pebble Creek Community Center •
191XOSLHA3761

Why Who-Dun-It Matters: The Appeal of Mystery and Suspense Fiction
David Baldacci observed that mystery novels “put the balance back in life. Evil is punished and the good guys win after solving the puzzle.” Explore the appeal of the mystery/suspense novel by reading two novels rich in suspense.
Required texts available online: The Woman in Cabin 10, by Ruth Ware Gallery/Scout Reprint edition 2017 ($16 or less) and The Jefferson Key, by Steve Berry, Ballantine Books 2011 (mass market paperback, less than $10).
Susan Harrison
Mon • 10/15-11/19 • 1:30-3:30pm • 6 mtgs • $60 • $30 (2nd Choice Fee after 1-Oct-18) •
• CVTA - Concordia Village of Tampa, Activity Room •
191XOSLHA3751

The Universe: A Cosmic Journey
Embark on a cosmic journey as we explore our amazing universe, starting in our own Solar System, then traveling deeper into space. Enjoy stunning cosmic images taken by the Hubble Space Telescope as we travel 14 billion years into the past to learn about the Big Bang and the evolution of the universe. Along the way, we will encounter fascinating objects such as supernovas, neutron stars and black holes. Our journey ends with the most mysterious stuff in the universe: dark matter and dark energy.
Fulvia Fiorani
Mon • 10/22-12/03 • 1-3pm • 6 mtgs • No class 11/12 • $60 • $30 (2nd Choice Fee after 8-Oct-18) •
HCRC - Hillsborough Community College - The Regent •
191XOSCSM0511
Buddhism, Spiritual Healing and Auspicious Rebirth
Explore the fundamental concepts and practices of Buddhism worldwide, with a focus on spiritual healing meditations from various traditions. Reflect on the meaning of life and death from the Buddhist perspectives of living well and preparing for a happy afterlife. From a Buddhist point of view, it is possible to "change your mind," unburden your heart and live more joyfully.
Frank Tedesco
Mon • 11/05-11/26 • 1-3pm • 4 mtgs • $40 • $20 (2nd Choice Fee after 22-Oct-18) • CANT-ASSEM - Canterbury Tower, Assembly Room • 191XOSLHA3741

Intermediate Bridge: Playing for Fun
The more you know about basic bidding and playing techniques, the more you will enjoy bridge. The instructor, a master point earner, has taught bridge for 20 years and employs an interactive teaching method that makes the game easier to improve as well as more enjoyable.
John Chaplick
Mon • 10/22-11/26 • 1:15-3:15pm • 6 mtgs • $60 • $30 (2nd Choice Fee after 8-Oct-18) • CVTDR - Concordia Village of Tampa, Crystal Dining Room • 191XOSFLS1801

In Search of Peak TV
We live in the era of "Peak TV," where there is more great content available to us than hours in the day. How then, to choose what to watch? Using web-based information tools, learn how to search for and decide what content to watch with an emphasis on streaming options. Suitable for any TV viewer, particularly "cord-cutters." SKILL LEVEL B
Richard Rogers
Mon,Tue • 11/05-11/06 • 9:30-11:30am • 2 mtgs • $25 • NEC133 - USF Tampa • 191XOSCSMTV1A

Learn about OLLI's technology course
Skill Level designations on page 9
Maps & Venue locations pages 41-43

Refund policy and 2nd choice option (p 39)

Continuing Conversational Spanish
Hablemos Español. If you have been exposed minimally to Spanish or if you have taken a basic class, this class is for you. Work on mastering words you can use for travel and in everyday situations. Expand your verb vocabulary and practice conversation. Develop useful strategies to increase your language proficiency. Required text: Learn Spanish the Fast and Fun Way, by Hammett & Thatcher, $29.99 or less.
Connie Pike
Tue • 9/11-10/30 • 10am-12pm • 8 mtgs • $70 • $35 (2nd choice Fee after 8/28) • CENT-CONF-Centro Asturiano, Conference Room • 191XOSLHA3161

The Basics: Get the Most from Your Digital Camera (Better Photos Series)
Whether you have a digital camera or are thinking of getting one, learn to take advantage of its sophisticated features. We’ll simplify its settings so you can find the best exposure. We will introduce basic composition and image editing to maximize your photos’ impact. Bring your camera and manual and we will help set it up to take great pictures. SKILL LEVEL A & B
David Lockwood
Tue • 9/25-10/09 • 9-11:30am • 3 mtgs • $45 • $20 (2nd Choice Fee after 11-Sep-18) • NEC133 - USF Tampa • 191XOSCSMPF1A

Know Your Florida Birds
Learn the best tools and resources needed to help identify birds and what field marks to look for when identifying birds. We will spend three classes in the field practicing our newly learned skills and using those tools. Finally,
Breathe Easy: Yoga for Health and Wellness
In this chair-assisted yoga class, learn to align gentle movements with your breath, aiding flexibility, balance, stress relief and relaxation. Participants will become familiar with poses and simple stretches that can be incorporated into daily life. The course includes breathing and meditation techniques that support all areas of the body and contribute to a better night’s sleep. All yoga equipment will be provided.

Jennifer Leavy
Tue • 9/18-10/23 • 10-11am • 6 mtgs
$60 • PBPY - Pose By Pose Yoga • 191XOSFLS1131

Taoist Tai Chi Society: Introduction to Tai Chi
This beginner to intermediate course offers a set of 17 gentle movements that exercise the whole physiology including the tendons, joints, connective tissue and internal organs. These movements help the mind return to stillness, clarity and wisdom and the body to become balanced, relaxed and healthy. Tai Chi is suitable for people of all ages and physical conditions. Participants should wear sneakers or athletic shoes and comfortable clothing that permits movement.

Connie Pike
Wed • 10/24-11/28 • 10-11:30am • 4 mtgs • $30 • $15 (2nd Choice Fee after 10/30) • CENT-CONF - Centro Asturiano, Conference Room • 191XOSLAHA2781

Newcomers Community of Writers Workshop
Do you have a story to tell but struggle to put words on paper? Join other writers who want to begin again and explore new ways to succeed. Build confidence writing short pieces in fiction, essay, memoir, or writing for others. Meet every other week for instruction and practice in class, then write and revise at home at your own pace. With full support, develop a three-to-four-page story under 1,000 words in six weeks. We share our work through email and a private Facebook group, so a computer is essential.

Liesse Chable
Wed • 9/18-10/23 • 10-12pm • 6 mtgs • $60 • $30 (2nd Choice Fee after 4-Sep-18) • LMUMC307 - Lake Magdalene United Methodist Church • 191XOSLHA1471

Science: What a Wonderful World
Discover what scientists are learning about our incredibly beautiful but potentially deadly universe. Visit the strange worlds of relativity and quantum mechanics. Find out what you did not learn at school about dinosaurs. Be astonished with what makes our bodies human. Take a peek at archaeological discoveries on earth under the sea, from outer space and explore weird science to decide if UFOs and Bigfoot are delusions or real.

Jack Herman
Tue • 10/16-11/20 • 10-12pm • 6 mtgs • $60 • $30 (2nd Choice Fee after 2-Oct-18) • LMUMC301 - Lake Magdalene United Methodist Church • 191XOSCSM0461

Writers Workshop
Do you have a story to tell but struggle to put words on paper? Join other writers who want to begin again and explore new ways to succeed. Build confidence writing short pieces in fiction, essay, memoir, or writing for others. Meet every other week for instruction and practice in class, then write and revise at home at your own pace. With full support, develop a three-to-four-page story under 1,000 words in six weeks. We share our work through email and a private Facebook group, so a computer is essential.

Liesse Chable
Thu • 10/02, 10/16, 10/30, 11/13 • 10-1pm
4 mtgs • $40 • $20 (2nd Choice Fee after 18-Sep-18) • LMUMC313 - Lake Magdalene United Methodist Church • 191XOSLHA3781

Trump’s Economic Policies: How Will They Impact Us?
Consider the impact of this administration’s economic policies on deficits and the national debt by reviewing the U.S. attempt to operate central banks and the establishment of the Federal Reserve. Understand how the Fed operates, controls interest rates and the money supply, and the management of the national debt. In addition, we examine other institutions such as the Social Security Trust Fund. Finally, we will see if the assets of the federal government are being managed in a way that allow us to continually increase our national debt.

Michael Viren
Tue • 10/23-11/13 • 10-12pm • 4 mtgs • $40 • $20 (2nd Choice Fee after 9-Oct-18) • LMUMC301 - Lake Magdalene United Methodist Church • 191XOSHPC3701
Altruism vs. Evil: Noble Tales Emerging from the Holocaust
Explore the little known and uplifting stories of brave men, women and even children who risked their lives to defy the Nazis and save Jews during the Holocaust. Through films and discussion, learn about true examples of human kindness by Christians, Muslims, groups, villages and virtually all of Denmark.

Celebrate these inspiring tales of the Holocaust and then ask: “If people did such amazing good during the darkest time in human history, what can we do to treat each other more kindly today?”

Howard Kernes
Tue • 11/06-11/27 • 10-12pm • 4 mtgs • $40 • $20 (2nd Choice Fee after 23-Oct-18) • HCCREG103 - Hillsborough Community College - The Regent • 191XOSLHA3772

Central Figures of German Literature, Art and Architecture of the Early Twentieth Century
The Nazis considered Bertolt Brecht’s plays “subversive.” Expressionist art by Blue Rider painters headquartered in Munich were labeled “degenerate.” Bauhaus architects such as Mies van der Rohe were attacked for designing buildings that were “not German.” Brecht and Mies van der Rohe emigrated to escape the wrath of the Nazis. Hear about and discuss the impact on our own culture of these passionate game-changers whose works are still honored today.

Sara Zimmerman
Tue • 11/06-11/27 • 10-12pm • 4 mtgs • $40 • $20 (2nd Choice Fee after 23-Oct-18) • LMUMC301 - Lake Magdalene United Methodist Church • 191XOSLHA3791

Nostalgic Tales of Florida History
Trace the 12,000 years of Florida history from the Bering Land Bridge emigrants to the 2000 Bush/Gore hanging chad election. See the native heroine Ulele saving the handsome Spaniard Juan Ortiz from her father and Walt Disney saving frozen citrus groves and transforming Florida’s tourist economy.

Ronald Weaver
Tue • 9/11-10/02 • 1-3pm • 4 mtgs • $40 • $20 (2nd Choice Fee after 28-Aug-18) • UNVA - University Village, Auditorium • 191XOSHPHC3571

Dance Your Way to Physical and Mental Fitness
Enhance your quality of life and have fun learning some new moves: a recent study in the New England Journal of Medicine suggests dancing can reduce the risk of dementia by 76%! The physical, mental and social benefits of dancing are greater than with most other activities. You’ll find learning both line and couples dances is fun and easy, no partner needed. Classes may be videoed.

John Carleo, Gail Carleo
Tue • 9/18-10/23 • 1-2:30pm • 6 mtgs • $60 • E696E7F0 - New Concepts Dance Training Center • 191XOSFLS1851

Fiddling with Tradition
Watch how Tevye and his five daughters are transformed in movie and musical versions of the stories of the great Yiddish writer Sholem Aleichem. View the 1939 film Fiddler as well as Fiddler on the Roof (1971), and discuss a classic account of an Eastern European shtetl that inspired the musical. What do the changes tell us about new attitudes toward intermarriage and Jews’ relationships with gentiles? Why has Fiddler proved so appealing to non-Jewish audiences?

Jeff Lipkes
Tue • 9/18-10/09 • 1-3pm • 4 mtgs • $40 • $20 (2nd Choice Fee after 4-Sep-18) • PCCC - Pebble Creek Community Center • 191XOSLHA3801
Florida Aquarium: Animal Wellness
What does it take for the Florida Aquarium’s animals to thrive? They need more than food, water and space. It takes close attention to their eating habits and behavior, as well as some ingenuity, to devise improvements in animal habitats and care. Explore animal care and enrichment through varied training methods and experience a hands-on animal project.
Kaycee Heiss
Tue • 9/18-10/02 • 1-3pm • 3 mtgs
• $30 • AQUA - Florida Aquarium • 191XOSCSM0781

Viruses Good and Bad
HIV, Herpes, Influenza, Ebola, West Nile Fever, Dengue and infections endemic to Florida - all are viruses. What is it about their structure that leads us to label them this way? How do they interact with the body to cause disease? How does the human body combat viruses? How can we use what we have learned to get viruses to work for us? Enlarge your understanding and dispel a few myths.
Steven Specter
Tue • 11/06-11/27 • 1-3pm • 4 mtgs • $40
• $20 (2nd Choice Fee after 22-Oct-18) • UNVA - University Village, Auditorium • 191XOSCSM0771

Geopolitics Today
Demographics, water, energy, and climate change will have a major impact on the U.S. and its role in the world, no matter who is president or which party controls Congress. Will the U.S. recognize and adapt to the challenges? We will examine the effects of protracted conflicts on our foreign military policies and consider strategy options, focusing on our policy on Syria and the Iran Nuclear Agreement.
Michael Pheneger
Tue • 11/13-12/18 • 1-3pm • 6 mtgs • $60
• $30 (2nd Choice Fee after 30-Oct-18) • LMUMC308 - Lake Magdalene United Methodist Church • 191XOSHPC0031

War of the Roses
Travel back in time and discover the causes of the unrest in medieval England that led to the battles between the Yorkists (white rose) and Lancastrians (red rose). Get to know the individuals involved, the battles they fought and the causes for which they died.
Sally Keil
Tue • 12/04-12/11 • 1-3pm • 2 mtgs • $20
• UNVA - University Village, Auditorium • 191XOSHPC3581

Windows 10 Personal Computing for Intermediate Users
Upgrade your previous Windows experience to get the most out of the Windows 10 operating system. Reacquaint yourself with Settings, the navigation pane, meet Cortana and the new Edge browser. Learn about newer features, such as the expanded Windows ribbons and apps and how to customize your PC. Conduct routine maintenance with disk cleanup and defragmentation. You will be working on OLLI’s lab computers in this course.
Donald Hogue
Tue,Thu • 9/18-9/27 • 12:30-3:30pm
• 4 mtgs • $50 • $25 (2nd Choice Fee after 4-Sep-18) • LMUMC303 - Lake Magdalene United Methodist Church • 191XOSCSMW21A

The Irish in America
There’s more to the Irish than wearing green and marching on St. Patrick’s Day. Examine the origins of Irish migration, the history of Irish people, their American descendants and the interactions between the Irish at home and abroad. The principal themes we’ll explore include migration and settlement, race and gender, politics, nationalism and, encompassing all of these, the evolution of ethnic identity. Join us to find out just who the Irish are.
Matthew Knight
Tue,Thu • 12/11-12/13 • 1-3pm • 2 mtgs • $30 • $15 (2nd Choice Fee after 27-Nov-18) • GA - USF Tampa Grace Allen Room • 191XOSLHA2991

Facebook for Beginners
Join this global online community, or at least learn more about it. This hands-on workshop will walk you through the basics: updating your profile, finding friends and ways to interact with them, sharing photos and online content, and exploring basic privacy and security. You must be generally familiar with using the Internet and have a Facebook account. You will be working on OLLI’s computers. Please bring a thumb drive with personal and generic photos.
Marian Orlosky
Wed • 11/07-11/14 • 9:30-12:30pm • 2 mtgs • $30 • $15 (2nd Choice Fee after 17-Oct-18) • NEC133 - USF Tampa • 191XOSCSMFG1A

Facebook Intermediate: Security and Privacy
Are you sharing inappropriately on Facebook? If you don’t know the answer to that question, you need this workshop! Do you know how to
manage what others see on your page, and who can find you? We’ll review Facebook’s privacy and security settings and show you how to see your profile as others—friends as well as the general public—see it. You should have an established Facebook account and be familiar with the basics of posting and sharing content. SKILL LEVEL B

Aracelis Rogers
Wed • 12/5 • 9:30-12:30pm • 1 mtg
• $25 • NEC133 - USF Tampa • 191XOSCSMFN1A

Genomics: An Emerging Science
How will rapidly-expanding knowledge of the human genome impact the future of our species, our individual lives, our health? Hear about the emerging fields of genomic science, biomedical engineering, synthetic biology and personalized medicine. We’ll examine how big data makes this work possible as we discover the potential and the challenges of this new science.

Bharat Pathakjee
Wed • 9/19-10/10 • 10-12pm • 4 mtgs • $40 • $20 (2nd Choice Fee after 5-Sep-18)
• LMUMC301 - Lake Magdalene United Methodist Church • 191XOSCSM0791

OLLI Singers!
The OLLI Singers! is a community chorus with two rules: have fun and learn to sing well. When in doubt, see rule number one. This chorus is open to any level of singer. If you are an experienced chorister, we can use gentle mentors. We will perform several pieces for various audiences in the community during some class meetings. New singers may either borrow music from the instructor or purchase it (approximately $20).

Kenneth Watts, Jeffrey Chodil
Wed • 9/19-11/07 • 10-12pm • 8 mtgs • $60 • FHP-CHOIR - Forest Hills Presbyterian Church, Choir • 191XOSLHA1741

A History of Conservation: The Bird’s-Eye View
Explore the conservation movement, the effects of unregulated hunting and exploitation of wildlife populations, ornithological artists of the 1600-2000s, and conservation of our local resources with expert lecturers. Topics include the Clean Water Act and Florida compliance, Tampa Bay restoration, environment of Tampa Bay, ornithological art, and the Tampa Port Authority. Lectures will be followed by exhibit discussions relating to the specific knowledge of our speakers. Audubon experts will offer additional insights.

Ann Paul
Wed • 9/26-10/24 • 10-12pm • 5 mtgs • $50 • TBHC - Tampa Bay History Center • 191XOSHP3601

Craftbrew, Microbrew, You Brew
“Final exam” for this demonstration course: tasting the beer that you’ve watched in creation from start to finish! Learn how to home brew your own beer and explore the popular craftbrewing craze. Watch how to heat water to the correct temperature, add ingredients, “pitch” yeast, bottle and cap the beer. Explore beer styles and recipes. Discover local resources in clubs and online. Attend a beer club meeting (optional). You could have Octoberfest all year long!

Peter Terzian
Wed • 9/26-10/17 • 10-12pm • 4 mtgs • $40 • $20 (2nd Choice Fee after 12-Sep-18)
• HCCREG - Hillsborough Community College - The Regent • 191XOSFLS1831

Experienced Community of Writers Workshop
Are you ready to write longer-form fiction, memoir, the chapter of a novel, or a narrative essay? Learn to love revision, give and receive supportive feedback. Meet every other week for instruction and review, then write and revise at home at your own pace. With support from your peers and the instructor, develop a five-to-ten-page story in six weeks. We share our work through email and a private Facebook group, so a computer is essential.

Liesse Chable
Wed • 10/03, 10/17, 10/31, 11/14 • 10-1pm • 4 mtgs • $40 • $20 (2nd Choice Fee after 19-Sep-18)
• CENT-CONF - Centro Asturiano, Conference Room • 191XOSLHA3821

Florida’s Natural Attractions: Locating, Identifying and Conserving Them
Forget theme parks and golf courses! Appreciate Florida’s natural wonders. Learn where to go to explore our state’s wetlands, uplands and coastal habitats from an avid outdoor enthusiast and experienced Florida Master Naturalist. Identify reptiles, insects, butterflies, birds and common mammals in this classroom-based course that focuses on Florida’s diverse ecosystems and conservation.

Liz Malyszek
Wed • 10/03-10/31 • 10-12pm • 5 mtgs • $50 • $25 (2nd Choice Fee after 19-Sep-18)
• PCCC - Pebble Creek Community Center • 191XOSCSM0801

LITERATURE/WRITING
“Virtuoso teacher, fabulous classmates. FUN, FUN, FUN!”
Great Books Roundtable: Drama, Short Stories and a Little Poetry
Join our lively band of book lovers for spirited discussions of literary and philosophical texts using the “Shared Inquiry” method. Assess ideas about each text in terms of modern culture and your own experience. Read plays by Shakespeare, Sophocles and Wilde; short stories by selected female authors, D.H. Lawrence, and James Joyce as well as four great sonnets. Required text ($30) will be supplied after registration by the moderator.
Kevin Chittim
Wed • 10/03-11/28 • 10-12pm • 8 mtgs • No class 11/21 • $70 • $35 (2nd Choice Fee after 19-Sep-18) • UUCT-MB - Unitarian Universalist Church of Tampa, Multipurpose Building • 191XOSLHA3941

Hand Painting and Stenciling on Textiles
Sling a little paint around and have fun creating your own images on fabric, even if you’ve never painted before. Learn how to use dry brush and the overlay painting technique. Cut and use stencils. You will fashion a cotton sack tea towel to take home at the end of the course. Wear clothes you don’t mind getting paint on, because it doesn’t wash out! Tea towel, paint and brushes will be provided: materials fee is $20.
Linda Rogers
Wed • 10/03-10/24 • 10-12pm • 4 mtgs • $40 • $20 (2nd Choice Fee after 26-Sep-18) • B06EA270 - Concordia Village of Tampa, Activity Room • 191XOSLHA3921

Life-Stories Sharing
Life-Stories Sharing offers an entertaining and dynamic program that combines storytelling, watching short videos, and lively discussions. Share your life experiences and learn from the experiences of others. Two meetings will be devoted to “The Greatest Generation,” and two will be devoted to “Gadgets Then and Now.” It is a wonderful opportunity to reminisce, learn, and chat in a relaxed and fun atmosphere.
Walter Schlomann
Wed • 10/31-11/21 • 10-12pm • 4 mtgs • $40 • $20 (2nd Choice Fee after 17-Oct-18) • B06EA270 - Concordia Village of Tampa, Activity Room • 191XOSFLS1841

Photos for Apple Computers
Discover Apple’s powerful, feature-filled Photos app. Organize your photos into albums. Edit your photos by enhancing their color and light, selecting the best part of a photo, removing red-eye and lots more. Take advantage of Photos’ more advanced features, such as using Faces and Places, emailing pictures, creating a calendar or a slideshow.

Free the Writer Within II: Your Writer's Toolkit
Popular local author Roy Peter Clark writes “...the world is a storehouse of writing ideas. As you gain proficiency with each tool, and then fluency, the art of writing will make you...a better person.” Join other writers and add to your toolkit of writing tips and techniques. Learn what works and what to avoid. Open to all writers who want to hone their craft: no need to have taken Part I. Required text: Writing Tools: 55 Essential Strategies for Every Writer by Roy Peter Clark ($15.99).
Sylvia “Jerry” Noland
Wed • 9/19-10/24 • 10:30-12:30pm • 6 mtgs • $50 • $25 (2nd Choice Fee after 5-Sep-18) • HCCREG - Hillsborough Community College - The Regent • 191XOSLHA3891

Conversational Italian I: Parliamo Italiano!
Are you a lover of foreign languages who would like to learn a new one? A lover of opera or music? So much music terminology is Italian. Or maybe you just want to try something beyond your comfort zone. Studies show that learning a language is an excellent way to boost cognitive abilities while lessening the likelihood of brain aging deterioration. Conversational Italian I is just what you need. We’ll be using a new book that will get you speaking right away. There’s a CD, too, that will help with pronunciation. Come join the fun. Required text: Learn Italian the Fast and Fun Way by Marcel Danesi, Ph.D., Fourth Edition. Book includes an MP3 CD with 4 hours of audio. ($29.99).
Catherine Mitchell
Wed • 10/31-12/12 • 10:30-12pm • 6 mtgs • No class 11/21 • $50 • $25 (2nd Choice Fee after 17-Oct-18) • ICOTB - Italian Club Board Room • 191XOSLHA2481

Tampa Tales: More Tampa History
How is Tampa connected to “The Twist”? Who was Colonel Leslie MacDill? Join Tampa Bay History Center’s docents as they delve deeper into Tampa’s exciting history. Topics will include Tampa’s Jewish history, Tampa in the 1890’s, Tampa’s Gasparilla and its connection to New Orleans. Hear a selection of Tampa’s lesser-known and fascinating stories.
James Weiss
Wed • 10/31-11/14 • 10-12pm • 3 mtgs • $30 • AHP - Allegro at Hyde Park • 191XOSHPC3611

Italian Conversation II: Parliamo Ancora Piú Italiano Italiano!
Continue to learn practical vocabulary and just enough grammar to have conversations without getting bogged down. If you didn’t take Conversational Italian I, but have a background in foreign languages, join us. We’ll continue with the same book Learn Italian the Fast and Fun Way by Marcel Danesi, Ph.D., Fourth Edition. Book includes an MP3 CD with 4 hours of audio. ($29.99).
Catherine Mitchell
Wed • 10/31-12/12 • 10:30-12pm • 6 mtgs • No class 11/21 • $50 • $25 (2nd Choice Fee after 17-Oct-18) • ICOTB - Italian Club Board Room • 191XOSLHA2481
and sending pictures to social media. Learn how to trim videos shot with cameras, smart phones or iPads. OLLI’s lab computers will be used. **SKILL LEVEL B**

**Joseph Adles**

**Wed • 10/03-10/24 • 12-3pm • 4 mtgs**
- **$50 • $25 (2nd Choice Fee after 19-Sep-18)**
- **NEC133 - USF Tampa • 191XOSCSMPA1A**

**Great Books Roundtable: Re-Reading the Classics of Western Literature and Philosophy, Series Five**

Read and discuss literary and philosophical texts from an anthology. Organized around the Socratic “shared inquiry” method of discussion, participants interpret and evaluate the meanings and ideas of classic works from the “Western Canon.” Readings will include Sophocles, Freud, Kafka, Goethe, Kant, Flaubert, Hume and the Bible (Old Testament). Required text is *Great Books Reading and Discussion Program Series Five* ($28.95), available through the Great Books Foundation or the instructor.

**Patrick DeMarco**

**Wed • 10/03-11/28 • 1-3pm • 8 mtgs**
- **$70 • No class 11/21 • $35 (2nd Choice Fee after 19-Sep-18)**
- **UUCT-MB - Unitarian Universalist Church of Tampa, Multipurpose Building • 191XOSLHA1781**

**Politics of the 2018 Midterm Elections**

In every mid-term election since the Civil War, the president’s party has lost, on average, 32 seats in the House and 2 in the Senate. In the upcoming 2018 midterm election, Democrats need only 24 seats to flip the House and two to take the Senate. The road to the White House starts now, in earnest! If you thought “Decision 2016” was intriguing, raucous and surprising, then join fellow political enthusiasts for this political discussion forum.

**Rodney Coleman**

**Wed • 10/10-11/14 • 1-3pm • 6 mtgs • $60 • $30 (2nd Choice Fee after 26-Sep-18)**
- **CPCC - Compton Park Community Center • 191XOSHPC3631**

---

**THURSDAY**

**Editing Your Digital Photos with Photoshop Elements 2018**

Learn how to improve photos that you have downloaded to your computer. This course uses Adobe Photoshop Elements 2018 software which allows you to edit, retouch, manipulate and otherwise enhance the appearance of an original digital photo. The program will concentrate on improving the lighting and color of pictures as well as cropping and selection techniques. Time will be given in the class to practice. It would be best that you own a copy of Adobe Photoshop Elements 2018 so you can practice at home, but it is not necessary for you to be successful. You will, however, need to have a firm grasp of basic computer skills. **SKILL LEVEL B**

**Charles Croucher**

**Thu • 9/27-11/15 • 9-12pm • 8 mtgs • $85**
- **$40 (2nd Choice Fee after 13-Sep-18)**
- **LMUMC303 - Lake Magdalene United Methodist Church • 191XOSCSMPE2A**

**iPhone from Start to Finish**

Want to become more proficient in using your iPhone? We’ll review your iPhone’s basic features and build on them so that you will eventually take command of your phone. We will work with Settings, Notifications, Messages, Siri, Contacts, Mail, Safari, Calendar, Cameras, Photos, Music, Maps, the Apple Store and much more. Note: you must have an iPhone 5S or newer with the latest operating system, iOS 11, installed and updated. Bring your fully-charged phone to class. **SKILL LEVEL A & B**

**Jeanne Dyer, Katherine Sullivan**

**Thu • 9/20-10/25 • 9:30-12:30pm • 6 mtgs • $60 • $30 (2nd Choice Fee after 6-Sep-18)**
- **NEC133 - USF Tampa • 191XOSCSMPS1A**
**Course listings and descriptions**

**iPodography: Better Photos with Your iPhone**
The most popular camera in the world is in your iPhone. Discover your iPhone’s photo and video-shooting capabilities so that you can take billboard-quality shots. Learn key steps to better iPhone photography, then practice editing your photos using photo editing extensions available from the App Store. iPad owners will also benefit from this course. Bring your iPhone 5S or newer, updated to the iOS 11.x operating system. Bring your own charged and updated device. **SKILL LEVEL B**

Katherine Sullivan, Gregory Vawter
Thu • 11/01-11/08 • 9:30-12:30pm • 2 mtgs • $30 • $15 (2nd Choice Fee after 19-Nov-18) • LRC - Omar K. Lightfoot Recreation Center • 191XOSCSMPG2A

**What’s New in iOS 12?**
Another fall, another new iOS for iPad and iPhone! iOS 12 will make your device experience faster, more responsive and more enjoyable. Learn to use new features and navigate major changes to FaceTime and Messages (texting), Notifications, Photos, Camera, Siri, CarPlay and more. Bring your fully-charged device, updated to iOS 12, to class. Note: Only iPhones and iPads which can be updated to iOS 12 will benefit from this class. **SKILL LEVEL B**

Jeanne Dyer
Thu • 11/15 • 9:30-12:30pm • 1 mtg • $20 • NEC133 - USF Tampa • 191XOSCSMOU1A

**iPhoneography 2: Using Third Party Apps to Edit Photos on iPhone & iPad**
Edit your photos with ease using four third-party apps: Touch Retouch ($1.99), AfterFocus ($0.99), Snapseed (free), VSCO (free). Remove unwanted content and blemishes, sharpen images, add text, duplicate objects and learn how to blur the background for a professional look. Please install these apps on your iPad/iPhone before class. **SKILL LEVEL B**

Jeanne Dyer
Thu • 12/06-12/13 • 9:30-12:30pm • 2 mtgs • $30 • NEC133 - USF Tampa • 191XOSCSMPG3A

**History of Insurgency/Counterinsurgency in the 20th & 21st Centuries**
Study the tactics of terrorism and guerrilla warfare. Take a geographic approach to examine the ideology and strategy of revolution and religious warfare including their similarities and differences. **SKILL LEVEL B**

Chip High
Thu • 9/13-11/01 • 10-12pm • 8 mtgs • $70 • $35 (2nd Choice Fee after 30-Aug-18) • BGFJCC - Bryan Glazer Family JCC • 191XOSHPC3641

**Dragons and Flowers: Mah Jongg I for Beginners**
Learn how to play the exciting game of Mah Jongg, a game of Chinese origin with American National Mah Jongg League Inc. rules. Learn how the game is played and achieve proficiency in the basics. Four players play at each game. Two additional players rotate between playing in turn and observing. Mah Jongg is a game which teaches players how to overcome rigid thinking by changing the goal in the midst of play. We’ll provide you a 2017 National Mah Jongg League card in large print. **SKILL LEVEL B**

Janice Perelman
Thu • 9/27-10/18 • 10-12pm • 4 mtgs • $40 • $20 (2nd Choice Fee after 13-Sep-18) • CPCC - Compton Park Community Center • 191XOSLHA3841

**The Music of America’s Twentieth Century Wars**
Music has played many roles during war times, from arousing patriotic emotions to launching massive anti-war protests. Listen to melodies from the music hall tunes and marches of World War I when radios played “Over There” and “Pack up Your Troubles” to the protest songs of the Vietnam era, such as “Blowin’ in the Wind” and “Fortunate Son.” You will hear familiar songs, but you may also be very surprised by less well-known tunes that captured the mood and character of the troops and the country. **SKILL LEVEL B**

Lynne Mormino
Thu • 9/20-9/27 • 10-11:30am • 2 mtgs • $20 • CANT-ASSEM - Canterbury Tower, Assembly Room • 191XOSHPC3661

**Cookbooks: The Tasty Genre**
Is there a dog-eared, stained cookbook that’s practically built in to your kitchen? Perhaps it’s the Joy of Cooking, which has passed its 75th anniversary and is still considered a must in many kitchens. Cookbooks have been part of American homes since the early 1800s; they reveal a slice of our culture. This course explores the evolution of cookbooks in America. We will explore the writing styles of cookbook authors and examine how our own collections have contributed to our lives and families. **SKILL LEVEL B**

Jane Applegate
Thu • 9/27-10/18 • 10-12pm • 4 mtgs • $40 • $20 (2nd Choice Fee after 13-Sep-18) • CPCC - Compton Park Community Center • 191XOSLHA3841

*Join us online! Like our Facebook page and join our “members-only” Facebook group for conversation and insight into OLLI classes and OLLI life. www.facebook.com/groups/olliusfmembers/*
Cutting the Cord Series
Still paying big bucks for TV channels you have no interest in watching? Join the legions of people who have “cut the cord” by discontinuing their cable/satellite TV subscriptions. Enjoy high-quality television viewing over-the-air (OTA) or via high-speed internet streaming services. In four individual workshops learn the pros and cons of cord-cutting, antenna selection and installation, DVR options, streaming devices and services, and the future of OTA TV. Navigate the potentially intimidating process of cutting the cord in as non-technical a fashion as possible, with help from a “techie” and a “non-techie.” We recommend starting with Cord Cutting 101.

Cord Cutting 101: Introduction, Roadmap and Overview
Learn the basics of cord-cutting, whether you have already, are considering it or are just curious what it all means. The instructors will share their cord-cutting journey as you learn the pros and cons of cord cutting, options for receiving local stations, legal protection for antennas, DVR alternatives, future trends and staying informed in this rapidly growing arena.

SKILL LEVEL B
Larry Weatherby, Margaret Weatherby
Thu • 10/4 • 10-12pm • 1 mtg • $20
• LMUMC308 - Lake Magdalene United Methodist Church • 191X0SCSMCC1A

Cord Cutting: Selecting and Installing a TV Antenna
Did you know that local TV networks are available over the air with just an antenna? And with a better picture than what you can get on cable? We’ll discuss antenna types, sources and costs, placement and installation, and peripheral equipment to consider. Learn how to aim your antenna, weather effects and about program guides. Optional field trip(s) to view installations. SKILL LEVEL B

Larry Weatherby, Margaret Weatherby
Thu • 10/11 • 10-12pm • 1 mtg • $10
• LMUMC308 - Lake Magdalene United Methodist Church • 191X0SCSMCD1A

Cord Cutting: Devices and Media for Online Streaming
Discover the array of options available for online streaming (Chromecast, Roku, Amazon Fire, Apple TV, Android TV, smart TVs, others). Learn about streaming media: how to find free content, subscription services, and about a la carte, on-demand, and live streaming TV services such as Sling TV. We’ll discuss options for sports, news, music, movies, and 4K/HDR content. SKILL LEVEL B

Larry Weatherby, Margaret Weatherby
Thu • 10/18 • 10-12pm • 1 mtg • $10
• LMUMC308 - Lake Magdalene United Methodist Church • 191X0SCSMCE1A

Cord Cutting: DVRs for Over-the-Air TV
Learn about alternatives to an over the air DVR, typical DVR features, DVR devices from simple to complex (Channel Master Stream+, Air TV 2 from Sling, AirTV box from Dish, Tablo & Tivo), using Wi-Fi tuners with other devices, streaming live TV and viewing recordings over your home network and over the Internet. Compare device costs, features. Optional field trip. SKILL LEVEL B

Larry Weatherby, Margaret Weatherby
Thu • 10/25 • 10-12pm • 1 mtg • $10
• LMUMC308 - Lake Magdalene United Methodist Church • 191X0SCSMCF1A

The Future of the Korean Peninsula
We have approximately 100,000 military and civilians on the Korean Peninsula today plus countless Americans who are married to Koreans living permanently in the Republic of Korea (South Korea). We have had a strong military force there for the past 60 years. American Presidents since Clinton have said a nuclear North Korea is unacceptable. President Trump and North Korean leader Kim Jong Un have had a recent meeting with some positive results. But where will the future lead us?

Garry Tenney
Thu • 10/11-11/01 • 10-12pm • 4 mtgs • $40 • $20 (2nd Choice Fee after 27-Sep-18)
• UNVA - University Village, Auditorium • 191X0SHPC3651

Roosevelt and Churchill: A Most Consequential Friendship
The closeness between Prime Minister Winston Churchill and President Franklin Delano Roosevelt stems from their early history, going back to the beginning of the First World War. Explore the key decisions that brought about their close relationship and ultimately the successful culmination of World War II.

Frederick Heath
Thu • 10/18-11/15 • 10-12pm • 5 mtgs

TECH TRAINING AT YOUR PACE AND LEVEL
“Teachers made it fun and took the time we needed to understand.”
Course listings and descriptions

Three Dramas from Three Centuries
Join us in unraveling the intertwined themes of love, sex and betrayal in three plays: The Duchess of Malfi by John Webster; The Way of the World by William Congreve; and M. Butterfly by David Henry Hwang. Please read The Duchess of Malfi by the first class meeting. Required Texts: M. Butterfly by David Henry Hwang, Plume, October 1993 ($11.39); The Duchess of Malfi by John Webster, Dover Thrift Edition, February 1999 ($3.00); The Way of the World by William Congreve, CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, February 2018 ($3.99).
Brenda Tipps, Joyce Carpenter
Thu • 10/25-11/08 • 10-12pm • 3 mtgs • $30 • $15 (2nd Choice Fee after 11-Oct-18)
• LMUMC308 - Lake Magdalene United Methodist Church • 191XOSLHA3831

Diversity 2.0: Implicit Bias and Gender Inequality
Explore diversity-related concepts at a deep level, including an examination of unconscious bias, its sources, and its real-world implications. Discuss approaches to promoting greater inclusiveness and gender equality through de-biasing and other strategies.
Fentrice Driskell
Thu • 10/4 • 10:30-11:30am • 1 mtg • $10
• UNVA - University Village, Auditorium • 191XOSLHA3951

Secure Your Apple ID! What to do if it is Compromised
Apple devices, long considered safe from scammers, are increasingly the target of fraud and abuse. Learn to recognize phishing attempts, avoid scams, and what to do on your iPad or iPhone if your Apple ID is compromised. Review your purchase history and subscriptions in the App Store or iTunes Store and know what to do if you see unexpected charges.

Become familiar with other Apple security features. Bring your Apple ID and password and fully-charged iPad or iPhone to class.

SKILL LEVEL B
Jeanne Dyer
Thu • 11/8 • 12:30-3:30pm • 1 mtg • $20
• NEC133 - USF Tampa • 191XOSCSMSA1A

Case Studies in Democracy
Is our democracy broken? History offers hope. Consider six pivotal cases in U.S. history from three centuries as decision makers would have; through background briefing on the issues. In class, we will analyze and wrestle with the issues and options decision makers faced. Experience history in a more immersive way and emerge with a greater appreciation of the strengths and weaknesses of American democracy and a new appreciation for its resilience. Case readings (30 pgs. each, provided) are required preparation.

Aracelis Rogers
Thu • 9/13-10/18 • 1-3pm • 6 mtgs • $60
• $30 (2nd Choice Fee after 30-Aug-18)
• BGFJCC - Bryan Glazer Family JCC • 191XOSLHP3571

Tracing Your DNA: The Amazing Journey of Your Ancestors
Learn about the three types of DNA testing used in genetic genealogy research and how the results can be used to determine recent family lineage and historic migrations of the human race. We’ll discuss case studies and an overview of the National Geographic Genographic Project and world population haplogroups. You are encouraged to bring your DNA test results sheets to class, including haplogroup assignments and marker values.

David Boyett
Thu • 9/13-10/04 • 1-2:30pm • 4 mtgs • $30 • $15 (2nd Choice Fee after 30-Aug-18)
• LMUMC308 - Lake Magdalene United Methodist Church • 191XOSCSMSA0391

Beginning Bridge: The Card Game for Everyone
This course is designed to introduce the principles of bridge to beginners. We will start by learning the game’s basic terminology and the rudimentary aspects of playing. Via sample hands, questions and answers, and discussion and lecture, you will learn fundamental principles of this popular game.

James Young
Thu • 9/20-11/08 • 1-3pm • 8 mtgs • $80
• CANT-ASSEM - Canterbury Tower, Assembly Room • 191XOSLS0841

Taoist Tai Chi Society: Introduction to Tai Chi
This beginner to intermediate course offers a set of 17 gentle movements that exercise the whole physiology including the tendons, joints, connective tissue and internal organs. These movements help the mind return to stillness, clarity and wisdom and the body to become balanced, relaxed and healthy. Tai Chi is suitable for people of all ages and physical conditions. Participants should wear sneakers or athletic shoes and comfortable clothing that permits movement.

Taoist Tai Chi
Thu • 10/4-10/25 • 1-2:30pm • 4 mtgs • $30 • TTCB - Taoist Tai Chi - Brandon • 191XOSLS0482

Birding at The Florida Aquarium
The Florida Aquarium is not just about fish! It is actually a wonderful place to learn some basic birding skills and get some practice identifying different herons, egrets, ducks, and birds of prey. We will spend time in and around the Aquarium, and will also take a boat ride out into Tampa Bay.

Kevin Van Dien
Thu • 10/11-11/01 • 1-3pm • 4 mtgs • $40 • AQUA - Florida Aquarium • 191XOSCSM0611

One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest in Film and Novel
A director once noted that literature and film seem like two different languages. Many times literature and film do not mirror one another or even address the same themes. One example of this is protagonist Randle McMurphy in
Ken Kesey’s novel and Jack Nicholson’s role in the film, *One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest*. Each, however, is an important work of art in its own right. We’ll discuss both the novel and film, alternating between them in class as we analyze each work.

**Ann Ottaviano**  
Thu • 10/11-11/08 • 1-3pm • 5 mtgs • $50  
• $25 (2nd Choice Fee after 27-Sep-18)  
• LMUMC308 - Lake Magdalene United Methodist Church • 191XOSLHA3861

**Sociology in Popular Non-Fiction**  
According to French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu, “The function of sociology, as of every science, is to reveal that which is hidden.” We will explore three books currently on the market: *The Big Sort*, Bill Bishop, 2008; *The Tipping Point*, Malcolm Gladwell, 2000; and *Bowling Alone*, Robert D. Putnam, 2000. All attempt to explain certain consequences of social behavior. We will consider hypotheses argued by these authors, using current sociological principles.

**Susan Hoerbelt**  
Thu • 10/11-11/01 • 1-3pm • 4 mtgs • $40  
• $20 (2nd Choice Fee after 28-Sep-18)  
• LMUMC308 - Lake Magdalene United Methodist Church • 191XOSLHA3851

**From Stonehenge to Spain: A History of Western Architecture**  
Start with Stonehenge. Check out architectural gems such as the Colosseum, lovely Gothic cathedrals, a Venetian country house and a grand English estate. Then travel to the wild curves of the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, Spain. By the time we’re done, you will be able to tell your friends which world-famous architectural masterpiece is the granddaddy of the U.S. Capitol building.

**Joanne Milani**  
Wed/Thu • 10/24-11/7, last meeting 11/15 • 1-2:30pm • 4 mtgs • $30 • $15 (2nd Choice Fee after 11-Oct-18)  
• TPAMA3 - Tampa Museum of Art • 191XOSLHA3191

**PowerPoint for Everyone**  
PowerPoint is a great tool for teachers and public speakers, reinforcing ideas and aiding in their retention. Using versions 2013 and 2016, we will begin with “best practice” design standards, then address the basics of creating, modifying, adding, and deleting slides. Learn to navigate PowerPoint’s various tools and toolbars. Spice up your presentations by adding images, audio and video. Practice in class using our PC computers. **SKILL LEVEL B**

**David Palmer**  
Thu • 11/29-12/13 • 1-4pm • 3 mtgs • $45  
• $20 (2nd Choice Fee after 15-Nov-18)  
• LMUMC303 - Lake Magdalene United Methodist Church • 191XOSCSMPP1A

**Russia’s Regained Global Weight**  
Russia once again looms large in American politics. The world is facing a combative and assertive Russia, as initial hopes for democracy and reform have collapsed. This class will look at how post-Soviet Russia got from there to here: we will explore the rise of populist nationalism in Russia and its relationship to populism in the west. Finally, we will examine the dominance of Putin as Russia has transitioned from dictatorship and back again.

**Pnina Levermore**  
Thu • 11/29 • 1-3pm • 1 mtg • $10  
• BGFJCC - Bryan Glazer Family JCC • 191XOSHPC3681

**Party Etiquette: Home and Restaurant**  
If you’ve always wanted to be the perfect host or hostess for a party in your home or your favorite restaurant, look no more. This course emphasizes practical arrangements and etiquette for parties you’ve always imagined: afternoon teas, wine tastings and more. Bring your own ideas and requests. You will be ready to present a short plan for your upcoming perfect party.

**Priscilla Murtha**  
Thu • 11/08-11/15 • 1:15-3:15pm • 2 mtgs • $20 • AHP - Allegro at Hyde Park • 191XOSFLS1731
From Citiscapes to Portraits: Practice Making Great Photos (Better Photos Series)

Landscapes and portraits are the most popular types of photography and require very different techniques to achieve success. Practice how to get both great in this three-week workshop. Week 1: in-class session on composition and technique. Week 2: take an early evening photo walk (5 p.m.–7:30 p.m., downtown Tampa) and take some great citiscapes. Week 3: practice portraiture using your camera with our studio lighting and studio flash.

**SKILL LEVEL B**

**David Lockwood**

**Thu** • 11/01-11/15 • 2-4:30pm • 3 mtgs • $45 • $20 (2nd Choice Fee after 18-Oct-18) • NEC133 - USF Tampa • 191XOSCSMCP1A

---

**FRIDAY**

**A Great Books Sampler**

What happens when you read a great book, a book you can’t stop thinking about? Don’t you wish for someone to talk to about it, someone who is as intellectually curious and passionate about the book as you are? Let Patrick DeMarco introduce you to A Great Books Sampler, a two-hour presentation/discussion by the Great Books Council. You will receive a copy of the short story “Rothschild’s Fiddle” by Anton Chekhov before the class, so you can be part of the discussion, using the shared inquiry method. Great literature, great coffee, great minds - come and see why you don’t have to read great books alone.

**Patrick DeMarco**

**Fri** • 9/7 • 10-12pm • 1 mtg • FREE • CPCC - Compton Park Community Center • 191XOSLHA3931

**Life Story Writing I**

This course will allow you to learn more about a topic of great personal significance—-you! You will listen to and read published and unpublished life stories; then you will begin work on writing your own. The sessions will focus on childhood, family history, relationships, children, work (volunteer or paid), and personal sorrows and victories. This popular course is for beginners interested in turning their memories into family heirlooms or even works of art! This class is limited in size, so register early.

**Susan Maesen**

**Fri** • 9/07-9/28 • 10-12pm • 4 mtgs • $40 • $20 (2nd Choice Fee after 27-Aug-18) • B06EA270 - Concordia Village of Tampa, Activity Room • 191XOSLHA0171

**Self-Hypnosis: Pathway to Peace of Mind**

Learn how to create clarity, direction and healing in your life through self-hypnosis. Tap into your wellspring of unlimited inner resources and guidance by using relaxation, guided imagery and meditation. Benefits may include reduced stress and increased energy levels, healing of past and current relationships, elimination of unwanted patterns and behaviors, overcoming sleeping difficulties, enhanced creativity, self-expression and more. Harpist Sharon Stoll will play at the start of each class meeting and share insights on music and meditation.

**Peter Arizu**

**Fri** • 9/21-10/26 • 10-12pm • 6 mtgs • $60 • $30 (2nd Choice Fee after 7-Sep-18) • AHP - Allegro at Hyde Park • 191XOSFLS0231

**Putin and Stalin's Shadow**

Now more than ever, the U.S. needs to understand Russia. Examine contemporary Russian politics in a historical context with USF’s resident Russian expert. We will consider major events and issues in modern Russian history, focusing on the legacy of Stalinism in Putin’s Russia.

**Golfo Alexopoulos**

**Fri** • 9/28 • 10-12pm • 1 mtg • $10 • B06766E0 - Concordia Village of Tampa, Crystal Dining Room • 191XOSHPC3691

**Android Phone Tips & Tricks for Intermediate Users**

Do more with your Android smartphone! Learn how to get the most from your phone’s camera and photos, contacts, calendar and apps. Better internet browsing is right at your fingertips! This class is for intermediates, not beginners. You must be able to send basic texts and emails. Only phones manufactured by Samsung, Motorola and LG and are also updated to version 7 or newer are acceptable.

**SKILL LEVEL B**

**Diane White**

**Fri** • 10/05-10/12 • 10-12pm • 2 mtgs • $30 • $15 (2nd Choice Fee after 21-Sep-18) • NEC133 - USF Tampa • 191XOSCSMAD2A

---

Thanks to the catalog team who work closely with the OLLI-USF staff to ensure our catalog is accurate and well-edited!

L to R: Delia Palermo, Cath Mason, Sandy Buckley, George Zucker, John Darsey & Linda Schatz. Missing from this pic are Bettina Harvey, Diane Russell and Ann Sofia.
Cultural Diversification in the Middle East
The Middle East, located at the crossroads of continents, is home to the world’s earliest civilizations, the birthplace of major world religions and contains critical natural resources. All this makes it ripe for exploitation, colonization and a clash of cultures that has endured for millennia. It also helps explain our fascination with the region. Explore the diversity of cultures that characterizes the Middle East as you consider its attractions, cultures, food and languages.

Parandoosh Sadeghinia
Fri • 10/05-11/09 • 10-12pm • 6 mtgs • $60 • $30 (2nd Choice Fee after 21-Sep-18) • CVT - Concordia Village of Tampa, Crystal Dining Room • 191XOSLHA3871

Flute Spectacular
Flautists and flute lovers: you will have fun in this course even if you haven’t played for many years. If you have a flute in the back of your closet or wish to rent one locally, grab it and start those lungs and fingers working. The instructor will provide music or you can bring your own. If you just want to listen and appreciate the music without playing, let the instructor know as the course begins.

Ana Gerlach
Fri • 9/21-10/12 • 10:15-11:45am • 4 mtgs • $30 • $15 (2nd Choice Fee after 7-Sep-18) • CPCC - Compton Park Community Center • 191XOSLHA3991

Help! I Am Drowning in All the Things I Love
Call it clutter, hoarding, or being a pack rat, but some people do struggle with having too much “stuff” and not being able to get rid of it. You might be curious about how a home can become like the incredibly overcrowded houses on TV. Or you might want some solid suggestions on how to organize your own living space. If your possessions own you rather than the other way around, learn some skills to lighten your life.

Kay McAuliffe, Christine Maass
Fri • 9/21 • 10:30-12pm • 1 mtg • $10 • CVT - Concordia Village of Tampa, Crystal Dining Room • 191XOSFLS1861

Get Me an Uber! Options for Getting Around Tampa
Ride-sharing services like Uber and Lyft can help you live without a car. We will show you how to use both: you will need a smartphone. Learn about transportation options like the Tampa Streetcar, the Tampa Trolley, the Hart In-Towner, the Downtowner, the Pirate Water Taxi, Hartline for seniors. Some of these are free and even allow dogs. We will show you available parking in downtown Tampa, Ybor City and on the USF campus. Go out and explore our beautiful city!

SKILL LEVEL A
Penny Noriega, Katherine Sullivan
Fri • 11/2 • 12:30-3:30pm • 1 mtg • $20 • $10 (2nd Choice Fee after 19-Oct-18) • NEC133 - USF Tampa • 191XOSCSMUB1A

Healthy Aging With Natural Foods and Minimal Exercise
No dieting, minimal exercise. Too good to be true? No! Learn how to be even healthier than you were in your 30s and 40s. Discover which diets can adversely affect your health. Hear which herbs, spices and foods can help battle inflammation and deal with blood pressure and hormonal issues. Understand how to incorporate a minimal amount of exercise into your lifestyle. You will be able to invent a healthy eating plan for yourself even if you lead a busy life, thus looking and feeling better than ever.

Lynne Wadsworth
Fri • 10/26-11/16 • 1-3pm • 4 mtgs • $40 • $20 (2nd Choice Fee after 7-Sep-18) • HCCREG - Hillsborough Community College - The Regent • 191XOSFLS1441
Poets of the Piano
Celebrate the magic and poetry of classical piano music in this combination lecture and recital. Explore the evolving art of piano music as composers seek to express more moods and experiences on the instrument. Hear something familiar in the new and something new in the familiar. Ask questions and make comments during the half-hour lecture, then enjoy the recital by the instructor, a classically trained pianist.
Nathan Carterette
Fri • 11/16 • 1:15-3pm • 1 mtg • $10 • E6B25B48 - Barness Recital Hall - USF School of Music • 191XOSLHA3901

OLLI Tech Squad
Need friendly, one-on-one help or advice on your technology? Bring in your smartphone, tablet (Apple/Android), or your laptop (Mac/Windows), and give our friendly tech instructors a chance to assess the issue, help you resolve it and even show you a few things about your device. We’ll schedule a one-hour appointment with you where we provide simple coaching on one device or a specific application, or help you resolve those burning “why does that happen when I do this” conundrums. We will not be repairing or setting up devices. ALL SKILL LEVELS
Fri • 9/14 • 1-2pm • 1 mtg • $20 • NEC133 - USF Tampa • 191XOSCSMTS0A
Fri • 9/14 • 2-3pm • 1 mtg • $20 • NEC133 - USF Tampa • 191XOSCSMTS0D
Fri • 10/19 • 1-2pm • 1 mtg • $20 • NEC133 - USF Tampa • 191XOSCSMTS0B
Fri • 10/19 • 2-3pm • 1 mtg • $20 • NEC133 - USF Tampa • 191XOSCSMTS0E
Fri • 11/16 • 1-2pm • 1 mtg • $20 • NEC133 - USF Tampa • 191XOSCSMTS0C
Fri • 11/16 • 2-3pm • 1 mtg • $20 • NEC133 - USF Tampa • 191XOSCSMTS0F

Exploring Leadership Opportunities at OLLI
Have you wondered how OLLI works so well as a volunteer organization? Learn everything there is to know about OLLI, consider what is unique about OLLI’s demographic, and peer at a possible leadership role for yourself. Join a class team, choose a project suggested by the OLLI Board, and benefit from mentoring by an OLLI leader. You will leave with new friends and enough solid knowledge to give an interview about OLLI. Be ready for hands-on experience, a fast pace and lots of fun!
Mary Ann Donna, Beryl Byles
Fri • 9/28-11/02 • 3-6pm • 6 mtgs • FREE • 10016 - USF Tampa • 191XOSFLS0851

SATURDAY

Storytelling
Our stories define us. They affect our well-being, our relationships, our present and our future. We can harness great power from our experiences. We all have a story to tell. We’re hard-wired for human connection, and the act of sharing our stories-and listening to others-is exactly how we do that. This workshop will delve into the most important components of rich, authentic storytelling. We will learn to identify, construct and deliver our stories to best connect with our audiences.
Victoria Dym
Sat • 9/08-10/13 • 10-12pm • 6 mtgs • $60 • $30 (2nd Choice Fee after 27-Aug-18) • TBA1 - TBA USF Tampa • 191XOSLHA3911

MANY THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS
Join us in thanking the generous sponsors who support OLLI-USF and catalog production.
Meet the Instructors

Jane Adamson, PhD Curriculum and Instructional Technology, has been involved in various educational endeavors over the years, most recently as an adjunct instructor for Saint Leo University.

Joe Adles has worked many years with computers starting with PCs and expanding to Apple products. He now spends most of his time restoring photos and making videos for his own enjoyment and for others.

Golfo Alexopoulos is Director of the USF Institute on Russia and Professor of History. She received her PhD in Russian history from the University of Chicago and authored *Illness and Inhumanity in Stalin’s Gulag.* (Yale University Press, 2017).

Jane Applegate, PhD Curriculum and Instruction, Ohio State University, is a former professor and dean of USF’s College of Education. She is an avid home baker with mostly good results.

Peter Arizu has a master’s degree in education and is a certified clinical hypnotherapist in private practice. He is on the staff of the Florida Institute of Hypnotherapy and leads workshops in mind fitness and stress management.

Jennifer Biggs, Community Outreach Coordinator, has worked at the Florida Aquarium since 2006. Her passion lies in teaching others about conservation and sustainability, and how they play a role in creating a healthier planet for us all.

Daniel Black, Assistant Conductor with The Florida Orchestra, studied conducting at the St. Petersburg Conservatory, Eastman School of Music, and Northwestern University and composition with Richard Danielpour. He lives in Kitchener, Ontario.

David Boyett, a graduate of the University of Oklahoma and the FBI National Academy, is an investigator at the medical examiner’s office in Tampa. He is active in both the International Society of Genetic Genealogy and the Brandon Area Genealogical and Historical Society.

Karen Brown-Blonigen has been playing the mountain dulcimer since 2006. She performs as Granny and Her Dulcimers: Songs of the Mountains and Beyond and is a performing docent for the Cracker Country Museum and the Florida Pioneer Museum.

Beryl B. Byles taught leaders how to be effective in settings ranging from large corporations to small businesses to non-profits. Before authoring a book on leadership, Beryl earned an MBA from the University of Dallas.

Gilda Capitano, BA History & Literature from the University of Tampa, is a proud member of the historic L’Unione Italiana social club and is their cultural chairperson.

Gail Corleo co-owns a dance and fitness studio. Gail met her husband John at a dance more than 50 years ago. They operated a studio in Pittsburgh for decades and held regular dance parties there before semi-retiring and moving to Florida.

John Corleo co-owns a fitness studio that includes dance instruction in their wellness programs. He operated a dance studio in Pittsburgh for decades before moving to Florida. John is a well-known fitness spokesperson.

Joyce Carpenter studied drama in college in England and holds degrees in special education and social work. Before retiring, she was a psychiatric social worker at Tampa General Hospital and taught at Hillsborough Community College and USF.

Nathan Carterette, a classical pianist who trained at Yale University, has performed works from Elizabethan times to today. He is known for his performances of Bach and contemporary composers, and for his educational initiative Poets of the Piano.

Liesse Chable, a writer and teacher formerly based in upstate New York, now lives year round in Florida. Liesse did her undergraduate work at Hunter College in New York City and graduate courses at McGill University in Montreal. She has taught writing workshops in major cities across the U.S. and Canada.

John Chaplick, BA, MBA, CPA, CBA, has written five novels of which two are award-winners. He teaches a writing course at the Life Enrichment Center and does book signings at book stores.

Kevin Chittim, graduate of Dartmouth College, retired in 2016 after a 30-year career in lasers and optics, the last 15 as CEO of two high technology companies with locations in China, Germany, the Netherlands and the U.S.

Jeff Chodil has a master’s degree in music from USF with concentrations in piano performance, pedagogy and chamber music. An active teacher and performer, Jeff serves as accompanist to the OLLI Singers.

Rodney Coleman is a public policy expert, a decorated Vietnam War veteran and former assistant secretary of the Air Force. He graduated from Howard University and did graduate work at the University of Michigan.

Charles Croucher, a graduate of Northeastern University, retired from a career in electronics engineering and management and joined OLLI as a volunteer in 2002. An avid user of Adobe Photoshop

Olliana, OLLI-USF’s Faculty Roll of Honor recognizes teachers who have led at least 10 successful courses.
Meet the Instructors

Elements since its inception, Charlie has taught Elements-based photo editing courses at OLLI since 2007 and is the author of the two texts used in these classes.

Doug Dallio is a retired data processing professional with careers in aerospace, criminal justice and international banking information systems. He has prior teaching experience at New York, Fairleigh Dickinson and Northeastern Universities.

Patrick DeMarco established Great Books programs at OLLI-USF and helped found the Tampa Bay Great Books Council. An educator in linguistics and international education since the mid-1970s, he has led courses for OLLI-USF since 2003.

Mary Ann Donna is past chair of the OLLI Board of Advisors. She taught classical dance disciplines to students of all ages and levels at her studio in Michigan for 27 years before moving to Tampa.

Fentrice Driskell holds a bachelor’s from Harvard College and JD from Georgetown University Law Center. She is a partner with the national law firm Carlton Fields and specializes in business litigation.

Jeanne Dyer is a USF Charter Class graduate who holds a bachelor of arts in natural sciences and a master of science in chemistry education from Morgan State College. A retired high school chemistry and physics teacher, Jeanne is currently the OLLI Technology Coordinator.

Victoria Dym, MFA Creative Writing-Poetry, Carlow University, is a well-published author and an improvisational actor. A graduate of the Ringling Bros. Barnum & Bailey Clown College, she is also a Certified Laughter Yoga Leader.

Fulvia Fiorani holds a master’s degree in physics from the Naval Postgraduate School of Engineering and Applied Sciences and is a retired U.S. Navy lieutenant commander. She taught physics at the United States Naval Academy as her last active duty assignment.

Candy Gale is a retired public school teacher who owned a small business called An Occasional Chair. She has taught basket weaving to everyone from elementary age children to senior citizens.

Ana de la Cuesta Gerlach, MM Music History & Literature, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, began studying music in her native Havana. She has performed extensively in classical, popular, international and traditional Cuban music. Her first commercial recording, Cuban Heart, is a collection of traditional music. She teaches flute and music theory.

Frederick Gerlach has a doctorate concentrating on Near and Middle East Studies, and, with the U.S. Foreign Service, specialized on Arab oil-exporting countries.

Susan Goodwin holds degrees in French and has lived in Bordeaux and Paris. She has taught French in secondary school and in continuing education programs. She has visited France many times.

Will Harris, MS Paleontology, East Tennessee State University, is an educator at the Florida Aquarium.

Susan Harrison has been an educator for 42 years and has a passion for teaching the joys of literature and books. She holds master’s degrees in English and library science.

John Hassell, PhD Biology, used molecular biology to conduct biomedical research and held positions at the National Institutes of Health, University of Pittsburgh and the University of South Florida.

Bill Heath, proud University of Michigan graduate, pursued a long and varied career in law. Heath expresses his lawyerly interests in history, culture and political science through extensive study and by encouraging questioning and lively debate.

Kaycee Heiss, BS Biology, University of the Cumberlands, is an Education Presenter at the Florida Aquarium. A former bat biologist, she has worked with both land and sea animals and as educator and zoo keeper at Busch Gardens Tampa.

Jack Herman has a bachelor’s degree in political science from the University of Pittsburgh. He served as manager of computer information systems at Eastman Kodak for 31 years.

Chip High, MA is a retired United States Air Force Special Ops/Intelligence Officer. He served in Vietnam, was Chief of Analysis in Japan with the Defense Intelligence Agency and Professor of History at the U.S. Air Force Academy.

Susan Hoerbelt earned a doctorate in sociology from UF. Prior to retiring in 2013, she taught for 22 years at the Ybor City campus of Hillsborough Community College.

Don Hogue retired from New York Telephone to contract as a telecommunications engineer. He then taught himself computer skills in order to maintain his own records. Don builds computers “for the fun of it.” He has an associate’s degree in applied science/electrical technology from SUNY-Duchess Community College.

Erin Horan holds a bachelor’s degree in music from Northern Illinois University and a master’s in music from Northwestern University. She is the community engagement director of The Florida Orchestra.

Judith Huge spent more than 30 years as a college teacher, corporate consultant and writer. She founded the graduate program in the teaching of writing at Goucher College. Her corporate clients have included Fortune 100 corporations and not-for-profits from coast to coast.
George Hyde is a veteran radio broadcaster who served as Executive VP, Radio Advertising Bureau, Vice Chairman, National Association of Broadcasters; and Florida Regional Vice President for a major radio group. He is a graduate of Brown University and holds an MBA.

Sally Keil is an experienced lecturer and teacher in the field of medieval English history. She teaches at Eckerd College in their OLLI program.

Howard Kerner, MA, taught English, communications and humanities at the high school and university levels for 47 years. He has published hundreds of articles and created and taught courses on interpersonal relationships and on the Holocaust.

Matt Knight is coordinator of the USF Special Collections Department. He earned master’s degrees in Celtic languages and literature from Harvard University in 2005 and library and information science from USF in 2009.

Jennifer Leavy, a USF Women’s Studies graduate, is a certified Yoga Therapist and teacher. Her interest in serving others is reflected in her practice, which promotes yoga therapy as a tool to improve the health of people of all ages.

Pnina Levermore is Adult and Senior Program Manager at the Tampa JCC. Ms. Levermore has led agencies and spent years heading programs for the US State Department to combat anti-Semitism and promote civil society in the former Soviet Union.

Jeff Lipkes holds a doctorate from Princeton and has taught modern European history at USF and elsewhere. He has written books on John Stuart Mill and the German invasion of Belgium in World War I.

Dave Lockwood, BA Accounting, University of Illinois, is a retired marketing executive pursuing his passion for portrait and fine art photography. An active and awarded member of the Tampa photography community, Dave owns Locowood Photography.

Christine Maass has a bachelor’s degree in Elementary Education.

Susan Maesen, BS Education, Appalachian State University, taught in Greensboro, NC, Kaisersalutern, Germany, and Dade City, FL. Her travels and life experiences are a rich source for writing her life stories.

Florida Master Naturalist and bird watcher Liz Malyszek, BA Economics and Management, hikes, backpacks, kayaks and is an experienced leader of outdoor adventures for teens and adults. She is is working on her Advanced Florida Master Naturalist certification.

Kay McAuliffe, LCSW, holds a master’s in social work from USF and has been a therapist at Grace Point Wellness in Tampa for 21 years.

Joanne Milani is a graduate of Vassar College, a former art and theater critic for the Tampa Tribune and has served as executive director of the Florida Museum of Photographic Arts.

Catherine Mitchell holds a master’s in Italian from Middlebury College and lived in Italy for 10 years. She has taught English at European language schools and Italian in the United States.

Lynne Mormino, BS History and Political Science, Millikin University, worked training Social Security staffers on legislative policy. Her keen interest in all things Florida stems from years exploring the state with her historian husband.

Priscilla Murtha, MS Education, Florida State University, has had more than 30 years of experience teaching self-enrichment, etiquette, protocol and life skills. She is the owner-operator of Protocol by Priscilla and is widely recognized for her etiquette programming.

Sylvia “Jerry” Noland is a retired educator and former English professor. She holds bachelor’s and master’s degrees in English and has done postgraduate studies at the University of South Florida and University of Florida.

Penny Noriega, PhD Educational Administration, University of Florida, earned bachelor degrees in management and psychology from USF. She worked at USF in management and leadership training and also volunteers for the Dog Training Club of Tampa.

Marian Orlosky holds a master’s degree in special education. In her 38-year career with Pinellas County Schools she taught special education students then developed and taught workshops to teachers. She has been an active Facebook user since 2009.

Ann Ottaviano, MA Political Science, BA English, began leading OLLI courses in 2017. She is active in the Tampa Bay Great Books Council and has served as a docent at the Salvador Dali Museum since 1998.

Dave Palmer holds a master’s degree in education from USF and taught adults professionally for nearly 20 years. His passion for technology began in the mid 1980’s. His other interests include cooking, horticulture, hackers and cybercrime.

Gail Parsons is a master naturalist and Tampa native. She has served on the board of directors for the Suncoast Native Plant Society, the Tampa Audubon Society, the Florida Audubon Society and Tampa Bay Sierra Club. She is a graduate of USF College of Business (Marketing).

Bharat Pathakjee, MD, is a retired cardiologist who earned his initial degree in his native India and took additional training in Michigan and at the University of Louisville. He moved to Tampa after practicing medicine for 33 years in Wisconsin. Dr. Pathakjee enjoys reading, running and learning history, science and philosophy.
Meet the Instructors

Ann Paul is the Tampa Bay regional coordinator for Audubon of Florida. She is an expert on the colonial waterbirds of Florida and management of nesting colony sites.

Janice Perelman currently serves as a Florida state-certified mediator and child study evaluator. A former secondary and adult education teacher, she has conducted Mah Jongg tournaments for many years.

Mike Pheneger, retired U.S. Army colonel, served as an intelligence officer, is a past president of the ACLU of Florida and has served as an OLLI-USF faculty member since 2002.

Linda Philipp moved from New York to Tampa in 2006 to run the Tampa operations for Citizens Property Insurance Corporation and has served on numerous boards and advisory committees in business, academia and in the community.

Eleanor Pigman holds a master’s degree in art therapy and worked in watercolor art before turning to embroidery. She received a Congressional honor for “Keeping Hope Alive Through Art.”

Connie Pike is a retired educator who has taught both Spanish and English in middle and high school. She holds a bachelor’s degree from the University of Maine.

Ara Rogers has a doctorate in adult education from USF and is the director of the Osher Lifelong Learning Institute at USF.

Linda Rogers has been a working artist in different media since 1973. She developed her current style of hand-painted textiles seven years ago.

Richard Rogers, BS Management, Florida State University, spent more than 40 years in Information Technology. He has enjoyed finding a wealth of quality movies and TV at home since he “cut the cable” in early 2016.

Parandoosh Sadeghinia is a PhD student in the College of Education and Graduate Research Assistant for the Executive Director of USF World.

Walter Schломann, award-winning editor, director, and producer of film, television, and videos, created Life-Stories Sharing. He also founded Heritage Media Group, a boutique video company specializing in the production of biographical videos.

Clara Schönborn-Lowe is a certified yoga instructor with eleven years’ experience and additional training in gentle yoga for special populations. She has practiced mindfulness and meditation for many years.

Mark Simo holds a bachelor’s in psychology and worked as a supervisor in human relations and labor relations at the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs. Retired, he enjoys reading, traveling, meditating and playing jazz standards on his keyboard.

Steven Specter, PhD Microbiology and Immunology, is Associate Dean for Alumni Relations in the Morsani College of Medicine. He established the Annual Clinical Virology Symposium in 1985 and chairs key committees for the American Society for Microbiology.

Katherine “Kitty” Sullivan has a bachelor’s degree in mathematics and taught middle school math and algebra for 28 years. Since her retirement in 2007 she has served as an OLLI computer coach and instructor. She has worked with computers since the late 1960s.

Tai Chi Society instructors are accredited by the International Tai Chi Society.

Frank M. Tedesco holds advanced degrees in Religion and Buddhist Studies. He taught in Asia for many years. He is a meditation teacher and a hospice and prison chaplain. He is currently filming and writing about end-of-lifecare in India and the U.S.

COL(R) Garry R. Tenney, USA, is a War College graduate who served as an Intelligence Officer and Brigade Commander. Col. Tenney has commanded units with missions involving North Korea and the Middle East.

Peter Terzian, a retired public school teacher, uses inexpensive ingredient kits and common kitchen equipment to ferment his home brew. He created a brewing club website and has been homebrewing for two years.

Myron Thorner retired after 35 years at IBM, where he held technically-oriented support, education and advisory positions. He does private computer consulting and repair and serves as the volunteer network administrator for a not-for-profit agency.

Sue Tihansky, BA Fine Art, retired after more than 25 years of experience and many awards as a graphic designer and creative director. She studied oil painting with William Pachner.

Brenda Tipps taught high school English and creative writing in Hillsborough County for 27 years. She taught drama in England and has acted in numerous amateur productions in high school, college and the community.

Kevin Van Dien, BS Biology, Eckerd College is the public programs manager at The Florida Aquarium. He has worked in informal science education for over 15 years and has been working in the education department at The Florida Aquarium since 2008.

Cecelia Vance came to OLLI as a computer student in 2001 and soon became a volunteer, then an instructor in 2004. Previously, she taught English and dance.
Greg Gawter has used Apple computers since 1985 and learns more about them with every OLLI class. He worked with the production of public access TV shows and finds the iPhone to be a better video camera than he ever used at work.

Michael Viren, PhD Economics, is a mechanical engineer who taught economics, designed power plants and directed Missouri’s Public Service Commission. A minor venture capital participant, he has also served as executive of several tech startups.

Lynne Wadsworth is a board certified health coach (AADP). She is the founder and owner of Holistic Health & Wellness and a graduate of the Institute for Integrative Nutrition.

Ken Watts, MM Conducting and Trumpet Performance, USF, is assistant music director at St. Patrick Catholic Church in south Tampa and founder of the Brass Menagerie, a brass quintet with percussion that performs in the area.

Larry Weatherby is a semi-retired transportation engineer who cut the TV cable in March 2017. He has been actively following developments in over-the-air TV, DVRs and TV streaming services and devices ever since.

Margaret Weatherby is a tourism specialist for Visit Tampa Bay. She has served as Larry’s “support staff” on his home tech projects and will serve as the non-technical skeptic, translating technical jargon into layman’s terms.

Ron Weaver, JD Harvard, Senior Member Counsel at Stearns Weaver Miller, is a legal expert in property rights and land development.

Jim Weiss has taught computing, headed his own computer consulting firm and worked in real estate. He is an avid genealogical researcher.

Diane White, MA, PMP®, earned advanced degrees in information technologies from George Washington University and education from USF. She has been managing projects for over 25 years in the information technology and telecommunications industries. She retired as a program manager for Verizon and consults for Core Performance Concepts.

Jim Young is a Life Master of the card game of Bridge. He has been a respected instructor of the game for many years, teaching all levels of players how to play and enjoy this popular pastime.

Sara Zimmerman, DMin, MA Comparative Literature, taught English and Comparative Lit at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. She has studied German throughout her life, including several intensives at a Goethe Institut in Germany.

Artists & Art Enthusiasts

come and inspire adults age 50+

Lead hands-on art, art history or art appreciation courses at OLLI-USF.

Help us develop a rich variety of workshops in a mix of art mediums and art appreciation experiences. Help OLLI members explore their artistic side! Even if you have never taught before, if you have a passion for art come to OLLI-USF and share your passion!

Call Joseph McAuliffe (Liberal Arts Coordinator) 813-974-5166 OR for more details visit www.usfseniors.org.

Technology Enthusiasts

help adults age 50+ develop their skills

Are you a technology enthusiast interested in helping adults age 50+ develop their skills and ease with technology? Come and coach or instruct technology courses for OLLI-USF!

We are looking for one-meeting workshops and multi-session courses in:

- Android and Apple Smartphones
- Apps for mobile devices
- Using Social Media
- Web Design and blogging
- Artificial intelligence and its potential impact
- Apple & PC applications
- Problem-solving specific user issues in one:one consultations as a member of our OLLI Tech Squad

Interested?

Call Jeanne Dyer (Technology Coordinator) 813-974-8037 or find out more at www.usfseniors.org.
We are thrilled to announce that the United Way Suncoast (UWS)-Tampa Bay has established a new partnership with OLLI-USF. The UWS’s mission is to provide leadership that improves lives and creates lasting community change by mobilizing the caring people of our communities to give, advocate, and volunteer. United Way fights for the education and financial stability of every person. Their current areas of focus include Early Literacy, Youth Success and Financial Stability.

OLLI’s mission of providing intellectual stimulation, social interaction, service opportunities and outreach seem to form a perfect fit with the UWS mission and with members of UWS’s major affinity group The Alexis de Tocqueville Society.

In the early 19th century, French aristocrat Alexis de Tocqueville toured the United States applauding the spirit of volunteerism and philanthropy throughout American society. Based on these principles, the national United Way Tocqueville Society was established in 1984; the local Tocqueville Society formed in 1986 with area leaders including Hugh Culverhouse, John Jaeb, Tom James and Gus Stavros.

Tocqueville Society members are part of a committed group of civic-minded leaders who help to shape the future of the Tampa Bay community. Members have the opportunity to network with area business leaders, colleagues and friends by attending year-round Tocqueville Society special events.

UWS invites USF-OLLI members to become involved in volunteer activities, attendance at special events, advocacy and public policy, mentoring (students and young executives) and philanthropic roundtables in locations around the world. Watch for upcoming announcements of UWS events!

VOLUNTEERS – AN IMPORTANT PIECE OF OLLI

On April 26, 2018, 135 volunteers gathered at Tampa Palms Golf & Country Club to celebrate their contributions of time and talent to OLLI. The event was coordinated by our Volunteer Management Committee (VMC), headed by Arlene Zimney.

INDUCTED INTO THE FACULTY ROLL OF HONOR (instructors who have taught 10+ classes) were:

- Jack Espinosa – 15 classes
- Don Hogue – 15 classes
- Jennifer Leavy – 11 classes
- Adele McCollum – 13 classes
- Catherine Mitchell – 12 classes
- Priscilla Murtha - 11 classes
- Kitty Sullivan – 19 classes
- Jim Young – 14 classes

The VMC also solicits nominations for Volunteer Achievement from the OLLI-USF general membership. This year the Awards of Excellence were presented to both Joe Adles and Beryl Byles.

Sally Ordway received the Above and Beyond Award for her contributions. Bob Findorff was given the Lifetime Achievement Award.

Names of the honorees are engraved on permanent plaques in the OLLI-USF Office. Special thanks to Charlie Delp, Frank Weitzman, and George Hyde for their photographic expertise.
OLLI-USF at 25: Celebrate the Past, Embrace the Future

In October 1993 we got our technology training underway with six IBM computers, seven IBM retirees and one “Introduction to Computers” course. Six months later, we launched our liberal arts programming with seven classes ranging from Genealogy to an Applied Ethics course led by retired USF president John Lott Brown! Both programs offered older adults volunteer opportunities and a “seniors teaching seniors” philosophy.

Today 1,600 members and nearly 300 volunteers strong, stretched across 30 or so locations, we celebrate our silver anniversary and our “peer learning” ethos. We chose “Celebrate the Past, Embrace the Future” as our anniversary theme, because that’s what we’ll be doing throughout 2018-2019!

Our efforts will involve finding opportunities to grow and connect our community. We’ve planned special events all year to celebrate, including our anniversary cruise this spring (see p. 38), and a free to members fall lecture from Dr. Susan McManus, long-time friend of OLLI.

Socializing and connecting has always been an OLLI value. OLLI founders Lee Leavengood (center) and David Henry (right) are joined by Ted Corwin in this 1998 photo.

Have We M.E.T.? Get together for lunch, before or after class? We’d love to! The Membership Enhancement Team (M.E.T.) initiative empowers you to help us build stronger social networks within OLLI. It’s easy to join in, and even easier to organize a MET experience! Contact Sally Ordway (sallyo1912@gmail.com) for more information.

OLLI Connects!

In September, we are launching a new OLLI blog at OLLIConnects.org. OLLI members Al Carlson and Diane White are working with Cath Mason to conceptualize and plan the blog contents, which will host member-produced writing, photos, enthusiasms, and more. Watch for the launch of OLLIConnects, and share your comments, suggestions or ideas for future postings to connectsolli25@gmail.com.

25th Anniversary Fall Lecture

Bellwether or Battleground: Florida in the 2018 Midterm Election Cycle

The spotlight once again will be on Florida in the 2018 midterm election cycle. The stakes are high for both parties, with Florida being key to which party controls the US Senate and House. Both the Senate race and the gubernatorial contest are projected to go down to the wire. The next governor will have veto power over the 2022 congressional redistricting plan. Dr. Susan A. MacManus, Distinguished Professor Emerita at USF, is Florida’s most-quoted political scientist.

Fri., 10/5 • Registration Opens 8/27 • FREE to OLLI Members: Guests pay $10 • JBKRL - Jimmie B. Keel Regional Library • 191XOSTSE086E

Member badges produced this anniversary year will include our 25th anniversary emblem!
Great Books of Tampa Bay, a proud partner of OLLI USF, invites you to join us in our love of books—from Plato to Twain, Presidents, Poets and Philosophers, Men and Women from the ancient to the contemporary.

We sponsor weekly and monthly discussion groups in locations across Tampa Bay and conferences (often with guest speakers) on Drama, Contemporary Issues, and Great Themes in Literature.

Our discussions are focused, using the techniques of Shared Inquiry ... but most of all, they're fun, as we stretch our minds and swap new ideas about life, literature, and the future.

Visit the Tampa Bay Great Books website to learn more today! www.TampaGreatBooks.org
Friday Lecture Series

Fridays, 12:15-1:15 p.m., FREE to OLLI-USF members and their guests. SPACE IS LIMITED! PRIOR REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED. Lectures at University Village include lunch.

The Friday Lecture Series features a variety of speakers who discuss and address current issues of interest. These informal free lectures are a great way to introduce your friends to OLLI-USF. Call 813-974-2403, option 1, or register online at www.usfseniors.org

Tampa Museum of Art: Looking Back and Ahead
This is an exciting time for the Tampa Museum of Art as we look forward to our Centennial celebration in 2020 through the publication of a book about the museum’s history. Join Michael Tomor, Executive Director to look back at the museum’s rich past and to look forward to its exciting future.
Fri., 9/14 • Registration Opens 8/27 • TPAMA-Tampa Museum of Art • 191XOSTSE086A

A Guide to Cutting the Cable TV Cord
Are cable TV companies winning the battle for your wallet and your time? Join Larry and Margaret Weatherby to discuss the pros and cons of cutting the cord, TV antenna selection and installation, cost savings, streaming devices and services, and DVR options. Take back control. Mr. Weatherby, a semi-retired professional transportation engineer, cut the cable TV cord in March 2017. Since then, he has been actively following developments in over-the-air TV, DVRs and streaming services and devices.
Fri., 9/21 • Registration Opens 8/27 • JBKRL - Jimmie B. Keel Regional Library • 191XOSTSE086B

The A, B, C and D’s of Medicare
If you have ever found yourself confused about Medicare, you are not alone. Join Angela Birdsong of Bankers Life/Colonial Penn to find out what all those parts mean and how to choose. You will learn about each part of Medicare including how to select the best Part D drug plan. You will also learn the difference between a supplement (Medigap plan) and an Advantage plan (Part C). Ask questions and you may win a door prize! Angela Birdsong has spent the past three years as a health and life insurance agent where she helps baby boomers and retirees transition into Medicare.
Fri., 9/28 • Registration Opens 8/27 • UNVA - University Village, Auditorium • 191XOSTSE086C

Implicit Bias and Law Enforcement
We all believe we can control our assumptions about others. But what if these assumptions are not controlled by our conscious beliefs? What if they occur without an individual’s awareness or intentional control? Even well-intentioned individuals have implicit biases that can impact perceptions and behavior. Lorie Fridell, PhD, a professor of criminology and law enforcement trainer, will talk about how implicit biases can impact police officers and what those officers and their agencies can do about it. Lorie A. Fridell, PhD, professor of criminology at USF, earned a BA in psychology from Linfield College in Oregon and her MA and PhD in social ecology from the University of California at Irvine.
Fri., 10/12 • Registration Opens 9/7 • UNVA - University Village, Auditorium • 191XOSTSE086D

Tampa Lighthouse for the Blind
Tampa Lighthouse for the Blind provides on-site comprehensive rehabilitation for persons who are blind or visually impaired. Their mission is to “maximize independence and provide employment opportunities for persons who are blind or visually impaired.” Lighthouse staffers Samantha Miller, Sheryl Brown, Jennifer Brooks, Chelsea Bridges and Elizabeth Wade will highlight the history of the Lighthouse and the services they provide for clients and the Tampa community.
Fri., 11/2 • Registration Opens 9/21 • CANT-ASSEM - Canterbury Tower, Assembly Room • 191XOSTSE086F

Romancing Through Italy
According to Twain, “The Creator made Italy from designs by Michaelangelo.” From the rise of Rome through the Renaissance to WWII, Italy has captured the imagination of millions. Join Robert James Connors as he reflects on 20 years of travel in Italy and the impact of its long history on our modern culture. Robert James Connors is a former journalist and Secretary/Director of the Lake Wales Museum. He attended Webber College and Barry University before studying art and history in Europe.
Fri., 11/30 • Registration Opens 10/26 • JBKRL - Jimmie B. Keel Regional Library • 191XOSTSE086H
OLLI Anniversary Cruise

Join us for our 25th anniversary cruise!

Sail out of Tampa on the MS Brilliance of the Seas with Royal Caribbean Cruise Line for five nights. Stops in Key West and Cozumel.

Monday-Saturday, March 4-9, 2019

Prices (double occupancy, including taxes and port charges) start at $505 (interior), $555 (ocean view) and $725 (balcony).

Single supplement and gratuities packages available.

Deposit $100 per person or $200 per cabin NOW; final payment due December 5.

Group cabins are limited: reserve yours today!

Get on board with OLLI-USF, for lectures, activities, events and camaraderie.

Over 70 OLLI members joined for our 20th anniversary cruise and had a great time. Join us next spring!

For more information, call or email OLLI member
Arlyne Popick 727-345-5558, atp1046@gmail.com.

OLLI - USF presents
New Orleans Holiday
Featuring 4 Nights in the French Quarter

HIGHLIGHTS & INCLUSIONS
•Roundtrip Airfare – TPA • 7 Meals • 4 Nights in the French Quarter • French Quarter Walking Tour • Café du Monde • Steamboat Natchez Cruise • New Orleans School of Cooking • New Orleans City Tour • Garden District • Oak Alley Plantation • Court of Two Sisters Dinner • Reveillon Dinner • Celebration in the Oaks

TO MAKE A RESERVATION CALL 877-953-8687
REFER TO BOOKING # 111789

SPACE IS LIMITED! JOIN OLLI-USF IN NEW ORLEANS
$1750* PER PERSON DOUBLE / $500 SINGLE SUPPLEMENT
Final payment must be made via check

CONTACT: PREMIER WORLD DISCOVERY
Toll Free: 877-953-8687 OR kjutras@premierworlddiscovery.com

SANTA FE HOLIDAY
One Hotel - Dec 4-8, 2019

5 DAYS $1675*/ $1775* pp dbl Dec 4-8 2019

INCLUDES AIR FROM TAMPA (OTHER MAJOR GATEWAYS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST)
*1675 SAVE WHEN FINAL PAYMENT IS MADE BY CHECK

HIGHLIGHTS/INCLUSIONS
6 Meals • Tour Director • Motorcoach Transportation • Sightseeing per Itinerary • Baggage Handling • 4 Nights in One Hotel • Albuquerque City Tour • Old Town Albuquerque • Indian Pueblo Cultural Center • Santa Fe City Tour • Loretto Chapel • Taos City Tour • Taos Pueblo • High Road to Taos

BOOKING Discount Save $200 per couple!*•

OLLI-USF & Travel Opportunities Committee
For more information Contact Joan Weaving 201-873-5251 • Jba/715@aol.com
Toll Free: 877-953-8687  BOOKING # 123978
OLLI-USF Day Trips

OLLI's day trip leader Don Clark offers us an exciting lineup of local tours for fall! Advance registration is required for each tour – no walk-ins are accepted. OLLI-USF day trips are open to OLLI members and their guests.

Call Don Clark for reservations or questions at 813 985-4859.

Tour of Raymond James Stadium, Tampa
Tuesday, September 11, morning
Discover many special places in the Raymond James Stadium, home to the Tampa Bay Buccaneers. We will go into a locker room, the press box area, one of the suites, the pirate ship (the only time the public can go into it), the security office with its jail and more. The tour lasts about an hour. $8.00 by cash or credit card.

FOX 13 TV Station, WTVT, Tampa
Thursday September 13th, morning
Go behind the cameras at Channel 13. The tour is free and is limited to 25 people. The stadium is on West Kennedy Boulevard. This tour is full but you can call Don to be on standby. There is another tour booked in January 2019, which can be reserved through Don in Dec.

Waste Management Recycling Plant, Tampa
Tuesday September 18th, afternoon
Find out what happens to your recyclable goods after they are picked up at your home. We will take a free tour of the plant and see the big machines in action, as we learn how recyclables are separated into various bins. The guide will teach us which materials can be recycled at our local plant and which cannot, and will answer our questions about recycling. The location is just east of Ybor City. There is a limit of 25 people.

Sweetwater Farms Walking Tour, Tampa
Sunday October 28, afternoon
Join us for a free walking tour of the Sweetwater Organic Community Farm in Tampa’s Town N’ Country neighborhood. The tour includes the greenhouse, herb garden, composting area, educational garden and chicken coop. We will learn about what’s in season, how this small-scale farm operates, and organic agriculture. Wear walking shoes and a hat, as it will be mostly in the sun and on unpaved ground. This tour is limited to 25 people.

Henry B. Plant Museum Talk and Tour, Tampa
Tuesday, December 11, morning
Learn about the history of the Plant Hotel (now part of the University of Tampa) with OLLI faculty member and Plant docent Beryl Byles. Then enjoy the annual Christmas Stroll through the museum as we see how the hotel was decorated for Christmas in the 1890s. The hotel is one of the special landmarks of the City of Tampa, and the museum has preserved much of the history and decor of the hotel’s heyday and the opulence of the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The history talk is free, and there is a fee for the museum entrance and Christmas Stroll, in downtown Tampa.

Three Easy Ways to Register

Payment is accepted by credit card only. We accept Visa, MasterCard, American Express and Discover. We care about your security. Therefore, we do not accept registration by fax or mail. Register anytime through our secure website: www.usfseniors.org

Call 813-974-2403 or toll-free in Florida: 866-541-7124.
Press option 1 for registration. Registration hours are Monday-Friday, 8:30 a.m.-4 p.m.

Register in person at the OLLI-USF office.
NEC 220, USF Tampa, Monday-Friday, 8:30 a.m.-4 p.m.

Second Choice: OLLI's Own BOGO

Smart shoppers know about BOGOs – "buy one, get one” discounts! OLLI-USF offers members the opportunity to take advantage of BOOGOs each term with our “second choice” pricing.

Register for one course at the regular price each term, sign up for additional classes at reduced price. BOGO seats become available two weeks before the class start date and are space-available; not every course is eligible for this special deal.

Here’s what to look for: this course, priced at $60, has a $30 BOGO price that becomes available on Oct. 8.

EXAMPLE
Mon • 10/22-11/26 • 10-12pm • 6 mtgs • $60 • $30 (2nd Choice Fee after 8-Oct-18) • CANT-ASSEM - Canterbury Tower, Assembly Room • 191XOSLHA3731

2nd Choice Option registration is only available via phone at 813-974-2403, option 1. Take advantage of a great deal and fit more OLLI into your life!

OLLI-USF Class Refund Policy

If you must withdraw from an OLLI-USF course more than five business days prior to the course start date, you will receive a full refund of the registration fee, or you may apply the refund amount to another course within the same term and pay any difference in fees. If you withdraw one to five business days prior to the course start date, you will be charged an administrative fee of up to $15. No refunds are issued on or after the course start date. When registering for OLLI-USF courses, you agree to our policies for withdrawals, refunds, transfers and stated fees.

Contact OLLI-USF Director Ara Rogers, 813-974-5263, if you have refund questions.
Wicked Brews Book Group
Explore narratives of the misunderstood or societal outcasts: read all or part of the book and join the group for great discussion. Book group meetings start at 7 p.m. at 7venth Sun Brewery in Seminole Heights: 6809 N. Nebraska Ave. in Tampa. Selections are:

Hunger, Roxane Gay
Thursday, Aug. 30
Gay’s memoir explores what it’s like to navigate the world in a traumatized body in a fat-phobic society. With her typical wit and intelligence, Gay discussed shame, desire, and the many things the body (and soul) hungers for.

Frankenstein in Baghdad, Ahmed Saadawi
Monday, Oct. 29
Set in the rubble-strewn streets of U.S.-occupied Baghdad, Hadi (a scavenger) collects human body parts and stitches them together to create a corpse. Murders begin to sweep the city and reports circulate of a monster that cannot be killed.

The Devil in the White City, Erik Larson
Monday, Dec. 10
As Chicago prepares to host the 1893 World’s Fair, America’s first serial killer, H.H. Holmes constructs a hotel (later dubbed the “Murder Castle”) where he will lure and kill at least 20 fair visitors. Compelling and disturbing nonfiction.

Bad Feminist Roxane Gay: “Roxane with One N”
Thursday, Sept. 27 7:30 p.m.
David A Straz Center for the Performing Arts, Ferguson Hall
An internationally renowned author and cultural critic known for her reflective, no-holds-barred exploration of feminism, Roxane Gay’s work explores the intersection of cultural identifiers including gender, race, and sexuality. Her collection of essays, Bad Feminist, is a New York Times bestseller: her newest book, Hunger: A Memoir of (My) Body explores the shared anxieties over pleasure, consumption, appearance, and health. As an op-ed writer for the New York Times, Gay writes on everything from The Bachelor to mass shootings and the #metoo movement with her trademark honesty, insight, and compassion.

Humanities & Hops
Southern Brewing & Winemaking hosts another semester of Humanities & Hops—our community-friendly faculty presentations. This semester’s topics are inspired by the Frankenstein bicentennial and feature faculty from many different College of Arts & Sciences departments. Talks begin at 7pm but come early, grab a drink and something tasty from the food truck, and enjoy!

Who decides what (or who) is a monster? How are “monsters” represented in art, literature, film, the news, etc.? Faculty presenters include Nicole Discenza (English) and Jon Rottenberg (Psychology).

Nov. 27: “Science Fiction.”
Faculty will explore sci-fi in everything from film and literature to fantastic archaeology. Faculty presenters include Lee Braver (Philosophy), Michael Gibbons (SIGS), and Robert Tykot (Anthropology).

USF RESEARCH STUDY
The Effects of Jazz Piano Training on Cognitive Performance in Older Adults
USF Research Study Pro#34998
The purpose of this study is to examine the impact of jazz piano training on cognitive performance in adults (60-80 years).

- Free Piano Lessons for Adults (60-80 years)
- Opportunities to Meet Others
- Next Piano Camp December 3-14th, 2018

Enroll by November 12, 2018 for next camp
To see if you qualify to participate, please contact Dr. Jennifer Bugos at 813-974-2753 or by email at bugosj@usf.edu.
Program Locations and Parking Information

Parking for OLLI-USF programs at USF Tampa

Parking permits for on-campus classes are provided free of charge. Park in any S-Student or D-Daily/Visitor spot available: unless otherwise informed on your confirmation/registration receipt, parking permits will be available in your classroom. After pickup, permits will need to be placed on your car’s dashboard: you’ll want to allow a little extra time the first day of class for this. Special arrangements for those with limited mobility can be made directly with OLLI staff.

*We strive to schedule on-campus courses during non-peak days and times to make it likelier you will find a nearby space.*

NEC Building Fletcher Ave. Entrance

The NEC building is OLLI-USF’s home on the Tampa campus. Our offices, computer lab and many on-campus courses meet in this building. The NEC building is at the SE corner of Fletcher and Bruce B. Downs Blvd. The building is signed with “NEC” and “Innovation Hub” by the Bruce B Downs entrance and with a USF seal by the Fletcher Avenue entrance.

The physical address for the NEC building is 3220 USF Banyan Circle; you might also use 13301 Bruce B Downs Blvd when using GPS to locate us.

For classes scheduled at other locations:

Parking is free at every OLLI location except as noted on these pages. Detailed location maps and parking information are emailed a day or two before your first class meeting. **Watch for these emails!**

**Allegro Hyde Park**

No parking available on property. Free parking available at Hyde Park UMC lot at the NE corner of S. Magnolia & W. DeLeon, between the Women’s Center and the Edgewater building. No street parking on Azeele.

**Florida Aquarium**

Parking at the Florida Aquarium is free for OLLI class members.

**Italian Club of Tampa**

The Italian Club parking lot is located on 18th Street (Angel Oliva Sr. St.) between 7th & 6th Avenue, behind Gaspar’s Grotto. Parking in this lot is free with a permit, which will be provided you at the first class meeting.

**Lettuce Lake Park/Audubon Resource Center**

An additional charge of $2 per vehicle per day covers parking and park entrance fee.

**Straz Center/Tampa Museum of Art**

Straz Center for the Performing Arts: Parking at the nearby William F. Poe garage, 800 N. Ashley St., is $1.20 an hour. The automated attendant accepts cash and credit cards. Additional parking information: [http://www.strazcenter.org/Plan-Your-Visit/Parking](http://www.strazcenter.org/Plan-Your-Visit/Parking)

**Tampa Bay History Center**

Park in the garage located at 810 Channelside Drive, about 400 steps from the museum, and pay only $3.50 with a History Center validation; History Center members park for free with validation. Enter the garage at 369 S. 12th Street, take a ticket and make a left to the upper floors. On the 3rd floor you will come to a fork, proceed through the open gates and then park. This will place you closest to the History Center.
Great Experiences Are Just Around the Corner

All program locations are indicated on the large map on the facing page. A downtown inset map is provided as well. Parking is free at every OLLI location except as noted below. For more information, please directly contact the facilities in the listing below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Location Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Allegro Hyde Park (AHP)</td>
<td>800 W Azeele, Tampa, 813-254-1069</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Audubon Resource Center at Lettuce Lake Park (ARC)</td>
<td>6920 E Fletcher Ave., Tampa, 813-987-6204</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Brandon Senior Center (BSC)</td>
<td>612 N Parsons Ave., Brandon, 813-635-8064</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Bryan Glazer Family JCC (BGFJCC)</td>
<td>522 N Howard Ave., Tampa, 813-575-5900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Canterbury Tower (CANT)</td>
<td>3501 Bayshore Blvd., Tampa, 813-837-1083</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Centro Asturiano (CENT)</td>
<td>1913 N Nebraska Ave., Tampa, 813-229-2214</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Compton Park Community Center (CPCC)</td>
<td>16101 Compton Dr., Tampa, 813-972-0897</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Concordia Village of Tampa (CVT)</td>
<td>4100 E Fletcher Ave., Tampa, 813-977-4950</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Florida Aquarium (AQUA)</td>
<td>701 Channelside Dr., Tampa, 813-273-4000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Forest Hills Presbyterian Church (FHP)</td>
<td>709 W Linebaugh Ave., Tampa, 813-932-6149</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Italian Club (ICOTB, ICOTC)</td>
<td>1731 E 7th Ave., Tampa, 813-248-3316</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Jimmie B Keel Regional Library (JBKRL)</td>
<td>2902 W Bearss Ave., Tampa, 813-273-3652</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Lake Magdalene United Methodist Church (LMUMC)</td>
<td>2902 W Fletcher Ave., Tampa, 813-961-1254</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Lightfoot Senior Recreation Center (LRC)</td>
<td>10901 N 56th St., Temple Terrace, 813-506-6630</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>New Concepts Dance Training Center</td>
<td>4202 E Busch Blvd., #8, Tampa, 724-433-4654 or 813-644-6089</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Pebble Creek Community Center (PCCC)</td>
<td>18715 Bent Tree Ln., Tampa, 813-973-8064</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Port Authority Building (PAB)</td>
<td>1101 Channelside Drive, #210, Tampa, 813-905-5858</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Pose By Pose Yoga (PBPY)</td>
<td>17761 Hunting Bow Cir., Lutz, 813-501-4987</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>St. Catherine’s Episcopal Church (SCEC)</td>
<td>502 Druid Hills Rd., Temple Terrace, 813-988-6483</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Straz Center for the Performing Arts (SC)</td>
<td>1010 N Macllnnes Pl., Tampa, FL 813-229-7827</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Suncoast Youth Conservation Center</td>
<td>6650 Dickman Rd., Apollo Beach, 813-922-7980</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Tampa Bay History Center (TBHC)</td>
<td>801 Old Water St., Tampa, 813-228-0097</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Tampa Museum of Art (TPAMA)</td>
<td>120 W Gasparilla Plaza, Tampa, 813-274-8130</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Taoist Tai Chi Brandon (TTCB)</td>
<td>911 Bryan Rd., Brandon, 813-685-1211</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>The Regent (HCCREG)</td>
<td>6437 Watson Rd., Riverview, 813-571-2494</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>TPepin’s Hospitality Centre</td>
<td>4121 N 50th St., Tampa, 813-367-0040</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Unitarian Universalist Church of Tampa (UUCT-MB)</td>
<td>11400 Morris Bridge Rd., Tampa, 813-918-8188</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>University Village (UNVA)</td>
<td>12401 N 22nd St., Tampa, 813-975-5009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Location Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>USF Campus Locations (campus map, p.29)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Library, Grace Allen Room (LIBGA)</td>
<td>4101 USF Apple Dr., Tampa, 813-974-2729</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NEC Building (NEC)</td>
<td>3220 Banyan Circle, Tampa, 813-974-2403, option 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>School of Music, Barness Recital Hall (MUS)</td>
<td>3755 USF Holly Dr., MUS 101, Tampa, 813-974-2311</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Annual Membership is just $40 and includes:

**Enrichment**
- Access to 300+ classes with “buy one, get one” discounts
- Lecture series
- Special events
- Access to the USF library

**Fun**
- Social events, day trips

**Community**
- Travel
- Special interest groups
- Volunteer opportunities

**Three-year memberships are a great deal at $100**

*Learn more about us and our exciting offerings at a FREE Open House event!*

www.usfseniors.org